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1 Introduction 

This  report  describes  one  part  of  the  project  ‘The  Experience  Library  - 360°’ where 360° cameras will 

be used to create an immersive feeling of moving around at will in real time in an existing 

environment, primarily aiming to people having severe impairments that it makes it very hard to 

access the area physically. The project is a   collaboration   between   Uppsala   University,   ‘Sll - 

Stockholms läns landsting’ and  ‘StoCKK - Stockholm center for communicative and cognitive support’. 

In the next section we will begin by describing the project and its background in more detail.  

1.1 Project introduction 

In  2018  around  15%  of  the  whole  world’s  population  live  with  some  type  of   impairment,  which   is  

over a billion people (World Health Organization, 2018). According to World Health Organization 

(WHO) between 110 million and 190 million adults suffer from significant difficulties in functioning 

(World Health Organization, 2018). Besides, the 2011 European Union Labour Force Survey (Eurostat, 

2017b), through a large sample survey of people living in private household in the EU, EFTA and the 

candidate countries, reports that 4.2 females to 3.4 males out of 100 people in working age (15-64 

years) suffer from difficulties to walk, making it the second most common difficulty after problems 

with lifting and carrying (5.6 female and 4.4 male). Moreover, when the prevalence of a more long-

standing health problem is considered, around 10% of 55-64-year-olds suffer from this problem or 

condition (Eurostat, 2017a), which also might affect their access to the environment. In the USA alone 

according  to Disabled World, in 2012 around 17.2 million adults (18 years and older) might be unable 

or  find  it  very  difficult  to  walk  a  quarter  mile  (≈  400  meters) (Disable World, 2015). All of this might 

reveal how big the group of people affected by mobility impairments in different parts of the world 

is,  turning  this  selected  problem  into  a  relevant  matter  about  people’  impairments  or conditions. 

People with mobility impairments have less physical ability to access and enjoy many experiences in 

our lives, sometime even the simplest ones, such as having a walk in the city, going to a park or a 

forest, visiting archaeological sites or any other place that might not provide a proper physical access. 

Places with difficult weather conditions would also have a negative influence on the possibilities to 

http://habilitering.se/stockk
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use various supportive equipment or have negative effects on the sensitized person’s  health. In a 

study conducted by J. Hammel (Joy Hammel Et.Al., 2015) to investigate different types of barriers 

and obstacles that influence the lives of people with various impairments, they were able to identify 

and categorize many factors which affect people with impairments lives. One of the informants in 

the study, for example, said: “I  don’t  go  out  cause  I  don’t  have  a  way  to  go  there.  I  feel  guilty  about  

always  asking  family  to  take  me  somewhere  cause  I  can’t  drive.  Sometimes  people  at  church pick me 

up  so  I  can  go  there  on  Sundays,  but  that’s  it.  What  else  can  I  do?”.  We  can  see  how  it  is  very  difficult  

for people with impairments to have a flexible access to the outside environment, and how limited 

their means for providing access to many destinations is. Common weather conditions such as cold 

and snow will also contribute to that people will not go outside.  

In   order   to   approach   this,   ‘The   Experience   Library   - 360°’ research project suggests creating 

possibilities for people to experience these and other situations in a way that feels as real as possible, 

without the person having to be there physically. The general idea is to provide the user with a (albeit) 

limited control over where the movie will take him or her, by joining smaller movie clips in real time, 

making it possible for the user to select, e.g., which way he or she wants to go in the forest, and not 

just having to follow one single path every time.  

One crucial part of the project is to achieve a very high degree of immersion. Therefore, the basic 

setup  will   be   using   a   high   quality   360°   camera,   ‘Insta360   Pro’,   for   filming   the   experiences,   both  

stationary and mobile. On the end user side, we envision the use of head mounted displays, such as 

‘Oculus Rift’ and ‘Samsung VR’, if possible, but we also consider immersive displays on large screen 

interfaces, where the feeling of immersion comes mostly from the size of the display extending well 

over   the   user’s   field   of   vision. 

The work in this master thesis will, as mentioned initially,  be  one  part  of  the  ‘The  Experience  Library  

- 360°’  research  project.  Our  main  focus  will  be  on  the  creation  of  an  immersive  experience  for  the  

users through the recording of 360°,  high quality videos with seamless transitions between pre-

recorded movie scenes, with the focus of creating smooth and immersive experiences where the user 

has a possibility to interact with the movie (i.e., by selecting which path to follow). The interaction 
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consists both, ability to utilize the 360° view, as well as to select the desirable travel path through 

the network of separate movie clips. This will be explained in more depth later in this thesis.   

1.2 Objectives & Research Questions  

People with mobility impairments and/or physical injuries will most often not only suffer from the 

physical effects, but will also from psychological and mental effects (Mayo Clinic, 2017). An informed 

estimation in a study by Puide (Puide, 2009), was that it takes a person with an acquired impairment 

(e.g., after an accident) around ten years to understand and also accept their new situation.  A study 

by Sandy L. Stevens (Stevens, Caputo, Fuller, & Morgan, 2008) looks into relationship between the 

quality of life in people with spinal injury relationships, and the level of  physical activity performed 

by the informants. The study was conducted with 62 informants with complete and incomplete spinal 

cord injuries. The results of this study show a positive association between the physical activities for 

a person with his/her life satisfaction. The decreased physical activity after a Spinal Cord Injury might 

be a result of decreased access to fitness equipment and exercise facilities, lower accessibility to 

outside environments in addition to other more psychological factors. The outcomes of this study 

show the importance of encouraging the physical activities among the people with Spinal Cord 

Injuries in order to enhance the understanding of the conditions they have, quality of life for them. 

Moreover, a published research for the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research 

(NIDRR) describes the disability in a new paradigm as it is the interaction between the individual and 

the environment (National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, 1998). This aligns with 

the  definition  of  the  disability  by  WHO  “Disability is thus not just a health problem. It is a complex 

phenomenon,   reflecting   the   interaction   between   features   of   a   person’s   body  and   features   of the 

society in which he or she lives” (World Health Organization, 2017). In addition to the definition by 

(ICF) where they classify the term of disability as an umbrella term for impairments, activity 

limitations and participation restrictions (World Health Organization, 2002) which means the 

disability is not only about the physical injury itself, but about the consequences it will have. 

Therefore, the decrease in the ability for doing physical activities also implies less accessibility to the 

outside environment, which often has a very strong  influence  on  the  person’s  satisfaction.   
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This can be connected to the results from a study by Richards et al.  (Richards et al., 1999) which was 

conducted to measure the relation between life satisfaction for people after spinal injury and access 

to the environment. The study starts by defining ‘Life Satisfaction’ as a subjective component of the 

Quality  of  Life  (QOL)  measurements.  In  other  words,  the  person’s  assessment  of  how  satisfied  he/she 

is with their life is based on a comparison with a unique standard for the person himself/herself. In 

this study the authors conduct a detailed research to test 5 hypotheses, out of which the ones most 

related to our study are 1) people with greater neurologic deficit have lower access to the 

environment. 2) access to the environment affects the life satisfaction. The study was conducted with 

650 informants with traumatic-onset   Spinal   Cord   Injury.   The   study’s   results   reveal   that   the   first  

hypothesis is true, which means that a person with greater neurologic impairment has less access to 

the environment, which should not be very surprising. For the second hypothesis, the results show a 

very strong evidence that the access to the environment has a powerful positive association with the 

person’s  life  satisfaction,  where  a  greater  access  results  in  a  greater  satisfaction. 

The previous studies therefore show us the relevance of accessing to the environment for people 

with these serious impairments. Thus, through this study we are trying to expand the possibilities for 

people with physical impairments to surpass the accessibility barrier and be able to access various 

environments while they are still in their place. One interesting question here is which aspect of 

accessing the environment that is regarded as most important for the informants.   

In our work, we will investigate how to create a novel immersive interactive 360° experience, which 

will make a user feel that he/she is experiencing the same experience in the real life as any other 

person, to compensate for the scarce access to the environment. We will first look at the different 

definitions of related concepts such as ‘immersion’, ‘presence’, ‘virtual reality’ and ‘experiences’, in 

order to determine which concepts and definitions are suitable for the project scope. Then, we will 

try to understand what qualities are required to create immersive interactive experiences from the 

stitched and then connected videos in order to provide the interaction to the experience and cause 

the desirable feeling of presence for our target group users. The previous, might be a critical 

achievement  towards  improving  the  people’s  lives  with  mobility  impairments.    Additionally,  we  will  

work to study and find out different preferences for the target group, and to learn the best way to 
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connect different videos in a way that guarantees to not disturb their experience of immersion, of 

being there.1 

1.3 Mobility Impairments. 

In this section we will define our target group which is covered by different types of mobility 

impairments. The organization Disabled World (Disable World, 2015) defines ‘Mobility Impairments’ 

as a category of impairment that includes people with varying types of physical impairments, which 

can range from limitations of stamina to different type of physical paralysis  (Disability Illinois, 2013). 

Various reasons can cause a mobility impairment, some of them can be since birth and some can be 

due to injuries or diseases. A well-known example of injuries that seriously affects people's mobility 

is paralysis shown in Figure 1 which can vary from the loss of the sense of feeling or a loss of the 

ability of moving the lower limbs, the trunk and/or the upper limbs. This condition has two main 

origins, 'traumatic or non-traumatic. The traumatic damage might happen because of hard falls, road 

traffic injuries or sport injuries. The non-traumatic damage usually occurs because of underlying 

pathologic reasons, for example; infections or tumors. The common between these is that they both 

affect  people’s  control  of  the  body  and  its  function,  and  suddenly  make  it  confined.  

 

                                                      
1 This   is  reminiscent  of  the  ‘Select  your  story’   - books that were popular in the 1990:s, where the 

story had multiple paths through the book, and the storyline more or less depended on the user 

making choices on where to continue reading, depending on which action he or she would choose at 

certain key points in the story. These books could have 10-20 different reading sequences that gave 

different stories in the end.  
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Figure 1 – Type of spinal cord injuries (Mayo Clinic, 2017) 

 

There  are  of  course  many  other  conditions  that  influence  people’s  mobility such as Cerebral palsy, 

Neuromuscular disorders, Physically missing limbs, Amputation, Arthritis, Fibromyalgia and other 

conditions that can benefit from the result of the project, and through this gain new access to the 

environment.   In  this  thesis,  we  will  use  the  term  ‘Mobility   Impairments’ as the denotation for the 

many different conditions that negatively affect  people’s  abilities  to  access  their  environment.  Most  

of these conditions include affection to locomotor functioning in different degrees, but we believe 

that not only the people who suffer from the mentioned conditions might be beneficiaries from this 

project, but also people who might have psychological conditions or even people with non-declared 

or non-diagnosed conditions. However, during the pre-study, the design, and the evaluation the main 

focus is to create smooth, immersive and interactive 360° experiences for people with mobility 

impairments, without directly considering other potential beneficiaries on purpose for this stage of 

the project. 
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1.4 Scope and Delimitations 

There are many devices that can be used to show or project 360 videos, some can be ordinary screens 

like smart phone screens and the video can be rotated by touching the screen or moving the whole 

device. Whereas other devices can be more immersive such as the Cave Automatic Virtual 

Environment (CAVE) which is a multiple sided room that has projectors that are directed to all its 

walls (Wikipedia, 2018c), surrounding the user. The result is a very immersive experience, where the 

user is in a virtual environment without the need for any attachment to the person him- or herself.  

In this study, we will be focusing on the use of Head-Mounted Displays (HMD) glasses for the end 

user, since we are aiming for the most immersive movable environment for people with mobility 

impairments. However, during the study we will discuss other alternative but only with the purpose 

of showing the available relevant alternatives to the head mounted display glasses. A study with 

focus on other types of immersive displays might be part of future studies.  

Additionally,  since  this  thesis  will  be  part  of  the  research  project  ‘Experience  Library - 360°  view’,  so  

our focus will be on creating the immersive interactive experience for the user, and not look in any 

more elaborate way on how the users will interact with and control the experience. Other parts of 

the project, as the controlling and interaction with the interface will not be part of this thesis, but 

they will be part of another master thesis (Deneke, 2018). 

Another area that is out of our thesis scope is the issues related to transmitting/streaming contents 

to the user through internet. Thus, our focus is about creating the experience of the content. 

Moreover, our work is to be regarded as a proof of concept and a research study rather than the 

suggestion for a final product, in addition to that our research will be based more as qualitative data 

rather than quantitative 

1.5 Thesis Structure 

1.5.1 Report sections 
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 Abstract General description about the presented study 

1 Introduction Introduction to the topic and the area of interest, glossary and 
delimitations. 

2 Background In the theory concepts such as Virtual Reality, Immersion and 
Presence are covered. In related work, topic as create VR/360º 
experiences, transferring 360º experiences and augmented 360º 
experiences are presented. 

3 Method Our pre-study is presented, showing the procedures to create the 
recordings, the recruiting process, creating a demo and the pre-
study results. 

4 Design The core of our methodology, we present how we apply the 
learnings from the pre-study, besides we show experience design 
process that we went through. 

5 Evaluation This chapter includes the recruiting process, the interviews, the 
created questionnaires and the data analysis. 

6 Results We present the obtained data from the evaluation categorized in 
different sections and subsections. 

7 Conclusions The main conclusions and contribution of this research 

8 Discussion and  
future work: 

The main issues and incomplete insights that we faced during the 
research 

 References The list of the previous related work and general references 

 

1.6 Individual Contribution in General terms 

Both researchers shared all the work for this thesis equally in the parts related to literature review, 

related work, experience design, evaluation processes, data analysis, results and conclusions in 

addition to writing the report. However, one researcher was more dedicated to working with video 

editing and video composition, while the other researcher was more dedicated to developing the 

mobile application and the technical implementation. 
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1.7 Glossary and Vocabulary 

● Stitching: the process where several images or movies are joined together in order to give a 

new projection, e.g., by joining several simultaneously taken pictures along common 

reference points will make it possible to create a single panoramic view. 

● Virtual Reality (VR): a three-dimensional, computer generated environment which can be 

explored and interacted with by a person using Head-mounted Display (HMD), VR Glasses or 

Cave. 

● Head-mounted Display: a   small   display  placed  on   the  user’s  head through a headband or 

glasses in which computer-generated images or 360° videos are shown. 

● Cave or Cave Automatic Virtual Environment: a multiple sided room that has projectors that 

are directed to all its walls, surrounding the user. (Wikipedia, 2018c) 

● 360° recordings/videos: a number of recorded videos (2-8) from the same point of location 

towards different angles and later stitched together in a single video projection, resulting in 

a new stitched video with a 360° view. 

● Image Projections: transferring an image to a different presentation. A panorama, or in fact 

any photograph, is a flat representation of the scene around the camera. Essentially, a 3-

dimensional world is projected on a flat surface. There are multiple ways to do this and 

therefore PTGui offers a wide choice of panoramic projections. There is no perfect panoramic 

projection; each projection has its own properties and limitations. Same principle is applied 

to recording or video projections. (PTGui, 2018) 

● Stitching points or control points: the points that an image detection algorithm will use to 

stitch two or more images into one static image or video. Those can also be added manually. 

● Impairment: a personal property loss or deviation of psychological, physiological or 

anatomical structure or function. (Sheena L. Carter, n.d.) 

● Disability: from the World Health Organization  definition  “any  restriction  or  lack  of  ability  to  

perform an activity in the manner or within the range considered normal for a human being 

(resulting  from  an  impairment)”. (Sheena L. Carter, n.d.)  
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● Field of View (FOV): in photography, the field of view is that part of the world that is visible 

through the camera at a particular position and orientation in space; objects outside the FOV 

when the picture is taken are not recorded in the photograph. It is most often expressed as 

the angular size of the view cone, as an angle of view. For a normal lens, the diagonal field of 

view can be calculated FOV = 2 arctan (SensorSize/2f), where f is focal length. (Wikipedia, 

2018e)  

● The field of Regard (FOR): the total area that can be captured by a movable sensor. It should 

not be confused with the field of view (FOV), which is the angular cone perceivable by the 

sensor at a particular time instant. The field of regard is the total area that a sensing system 

can perceive by pointing the sensor, which is typically much larger than the sensor's FOV. For 

a stationary sensor, the FOR and FOV coincide. (Wikipedia, 2018d) 

● Exchangeable image file format (EXIF): The EXIF tag structure is borrowed from TIFF files. On 

several image specific properties, there is a large overlap between the tags defined in the 

TIFF, EXIF, TIFF/EP, and DCF standards. For descriptive metadata, there is an overlap between 

EXIF, IPTC Information Interchange Model and XMP info, which also can be embedded in a 

JPEG file.  

● Focal length: a measure of how strongly the system converges or diverges light. For an optical 

system in air, it is the distance over which initially collimated (parallel) rays are brought to a 

focus. A system with a shorter focal length has greater optical power than one with a long 

focal length; that is, it bends the rays more sharply, bringing them to a focus in a shorter 

distance. (Wikipedia, 2018f) 

● Parallax effect: a displacement or difference in the apparent position of an object viewed 

along two different lines of sight and is measured by the angle or semi-angle of inclination 

between those two lines. The term is derived   from  Ancient  Greek  παράλλαξις   (parallaxis),  

meaning alternation. Due to foreshortening, nearby objects show a larger parallax than 

farther objects when observed from different positions, so parallax can be used to determine 

distances. (Wikipedia, 2018g) 
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● Lens type: essentially referring to the shape of the lens, and the corresponding projection of 

the motif to the image detection area.(examples of lens types are: rectilinear, fisheye) 

(Wikipedia, 2018g) 

● Informant: the person who is part of a study or participated with our research project and 

interviews. 

● User: any person who would use the product, the system or the design. 

2 Background and related work 

Our work derives from previous work in several different areas. In this chapter we will present the 

background research and also some similar work that we want to relate to in this thesis.  

2.1 Virtual Reality and Parallel worlds  

Virtual Reality (VR) as a computer-generated environment has become one main area of technology 

development during the last two decades, especially when we talk about immersive technology 

(Christoph, 2016).   However,   the   concept   as   such   started   to   be   used   after   1950’s,   with   the  

development of the ‘Sensorama’ Figure 2a as one of the first devices to deliver virtual reality. In this 

case this was achieved through a desk-sized, multi-sensory stimulating device which was able to 

present to the user the first steps of immersive experiences. In the prototype, vision, hearing, smell 

(!), and touch were stimulated, displaying on the screen different short films introducing some 

interaction elements such color displays, fans, odor emitters, stereo sound system, and motion in 

the chair. Now, particularly the usage of head-mounted  displays  (HMD)  (or  ‘VR  headsets’  as  the  main  

buzzword from media to refer to them) has become more and more popular and affordable as main 

devices used to deliver immersive technology in the last decade, although HMDs started to be 

developed around fifty years ago with the ‘Sword of Damocles’ from the scientist I. Sutherland 

(Sutherland, 1968) in Figure 2b which was considered futuristic for that early time.  
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Figure 2 – a) On the left, Sensorama envisioned by Morton Heilig in 1950s and patented in 1962 b) On 
the right, the Sword of Damocles presented by Ivan Sutherland in 1968. 

 

One of the main goals of VR is to provide a realistic experience of a real world environment for the 

users,  e.g.,  through  the  use  different  virtual  images  that  for  the  user’s  eye  can  seem  to  be  like  a  sense  

of second reality. Besides, different VR setups usually stimulate other senses like hearing through 

high-fidelity, 3D, surrounding sound; touching were the users can interact over the environment and 

later receive haptic feedback; and even smelling2. In any case, through these stimuluses it is desired 

to evoke the general sense of being immersed into a parallel world in the user, where different 

                                                      

2 One interesting experiment on how to use smell as part of an immersive experience was the cinema 

movie  ‘Polyester’,  in  1981  (https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0082926/)  where the viewers had a sheet 

of numbered spots, that emitted a certain smell when scratched after that the number has been 

shown on the screen. The technology used then, however, was probably not mature enough to 

warrant any major follow-up.   

 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0082926/
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actions from the reality can be taken or undone. In parallel, our condition as human into these worlds 

can be different from the reality, we can embody a different character or even an artificial avatar 

(Wikipedia, 2018b). These characters can allow us to accomplish tasks that in the reality might be 

difficult or impossible such as going to Mars3, diving into the deepest part of the Pacific Ocean, or 

walking amongst wild lions. But, none of these activities can be completely achieved as an 

experience, if we are not able to transmit a sense of being there to the users, the general sense of 

presence. Thus, in order to deliver a good experience into a Virtual Environment we have to 

understand which factors should be considered, what the meaning of the concept of immersion is, 

and what differences are with the concept of presence. This will be dealt with in some detail in the 

next section.  

2.2 The concept of Immersion 

Since the concept of ‘Immersion’ is relevant in our study, we present different attempts to go through 

the definitions of the concept during the last decades, covering also how the concept of immersion 

has been used in other related areas, creating interactive experiences. We will end up with 

summarizing our own understanding of the concept of immersion to be used in our future design. 

Immersion is a concept that has been present for a long time in different contexts such as virtual 

reality, books, music, and therapy treatments among others, although there were different usages 

of the concept for different context applications but there was sharing for some similarities. It is well 

known  for  us  the  experience  while  reading  a  book  with  a  good  story   like  Harry  Potter’s  saga,  you  

might  experience  the  sense  of  being  immersed  or  “the reader is swallowed by the story” (Biocca & 

Levy, 1995). An interesting approach is the concept of Immersive Reading from Audible books from 

                                                      
3 Note that we do not see this as a means of controlling the Mars rovers, but merely a possibility to 

experience the travel by the rover. Direct control is impossible, due to the limitations given by the 

speed of light. A message turnaround takes almost 30 minutes in each direction. This makes it 

impossible with interactive driving. 
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Amazon (Amazon, 2018), in which they try to increase the connection with a story through adding a 

professional voice narration which might increase the focus on the story boosting the comprehension 

and retention. Similarly, while we are listening to music, we might feel connected and experience a 

similar feeling to be immersed into the rhythm. This might cause us to start dancing the song, singing 

the lyrics or playing a game, as was investigated by Sanders (Sanders & Cairns, 2010) where, 

depending on the type of music, the feeling of immersion can be increased or decreased. During the 

‘Eurovision’ song contest in Sweden in 2016, a sign language interpreter was widely appreciated for 

his aim at providing the non-hearing audience with the feel of the music in his interpretation of the 

lyrics attempting to provide an immersive feel to the songs in the program than just the lyrics could 

provide4.  

 

From a psychological perspective, a good starting point is the concept of ‘flow’, which was studied 

by Csikszentmihalyi (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) trying to understand what it means to have an optimal 

experience for people. Csikszentmihalyi describes ‘Flow’ as the state that a person reaches when an 

individual is positively connected with the experience or with what the individual is doing in a way 

that he/she is not interested in anything else but the experience. He uses the term ‘autotelic’ to 

describe an experience which has a start and an end in itself and which is not a part of something 

else, in this thesis we will be using the term autotelic in the same way. During the flow a person has 

the full control of the experience and his/her actions that occur. This allows the person to first reach 

a high level of awareness, and to second keep a high level of attention, being able to achieve 

immediate rewarding feedback from the experience.  

 

Likewise, in order to reach the flow, it is necessary the person feels immersed into the activity. This 

is described by Csikszentmihalyi [ibid.] as  “one must learn to balance the opportunities for action with 

the skills one possesses”.  In  other  words,  this  happens  when  the  best  decisions  are  taken  based  on  

                                                      

4[https://metro.co.uk/2016/03/12/the-sign-language-interpreters-returned-as-eurovision-host-

nation-sweden-chose-their-entry-5748778/] 
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observations, matching the insights with the abilities that the individuals have in order to perform as 

they wish during the activity. So that, only after that the individual might reach the flow state, a total 

involvement  between  the  user’s  actions  and   the  actions   the  environment demands. Thus, in this 

process, concentration and attention are the keys in order to lose self-consciousness through first a 

low level of involvement and later through an immersive feeling. 

 

Another study investigated the relation between the concepts of ‘Involvement’ and ‘Immersion’ in 

the context of gaming experiences presented by Brown (Brown & Cairns, 2004) .They proposed that 

there are three different levels of immersion during a game experience. The first level is Engagement, 

which refers to the way a game allows the player to reduce the barriers such as invested time, 

invested energy and attention, to enter to a state of connection and focus with the game. 

Additionally, in this level the controls should respond in a suitable way during the game experience 

and show allow the game to achieve a proportional feedback. The second level that Brown identified 

is Engrossment,   which   occurs  when   the   player’s   emotions   are   directly   influenced   by   the   gaming  

experience. This would be achieved by specific game characteristics that can make the player less 

aware  of  his  surroundings,  and  accordingly,  directly  affect  the  players’  attention  and  emotions  by.    

The third level is Total Immersion, where it happens when a user feels disconnected from reality in 

such state that the only matters to him is the gaming experience itself. For this state to be reached, 

it  is  essential  to  connect  in  a  fluent  way  with  the  player’s  empathy  in  order  to  achieve  the  feeling  of  

presence, in the same way as a gamer might feel attached to the main character or the team. To 

reach this level, the game features have to be pertinent with the actions and the environment of this 

character or team. Total immersion requires high attention and a highly invested effort to be 

achieved,  thus  different  stimulus  for  the  vision,  the  hearing  and  the  mind  affect  directly  the  gamer’s  

feeling of immersion. 

 

To achieve the total involvement which Csikszentmihalyi [ibid.] calls ‘Flow’, the person might surpass 

previous level of involvement during an experience. These levels might also be influenced by the 

motivations to have such experiences. This was covered by Lazzaro (Lazzaro, 2004) from a game 
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design perspective. She shows us that immersion is present in two out of four keys motivations in 

her study (Why do we play?). First, in the key motivation ‘Easy Fun’ the wonder and explorative 

motivation of a gamer may cause the idea of creating a ‘living world’ in a way the players might 

experiment different very intense sensations of wonder, awe and mystery filling   the   players’  

attention with something they want to figure out. In an ultimate point, the player might feel 

fascinated entering this parallel world. Although Lazzaro did not directly connect the concept of 

immersion with another emotion, from our perspective it is directly related with what she calls 

‘Altered States’. In these states, the players experience internal changes through external stimulus 

where perception, behavior and thinking might be affected by the experience shifting from one 

mental state to another by thinking or feeling differently. They might feel a sense of being mentally 

transported to another reality in a sense of escapism. These altered states are also in concordance 

with ‘Gameflow’ enjoyment model of Sweetser (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005) in the relationship 

between altered states and immersion. The authors proposed the concept of ‘Gameflow’  which 

consists of eight key elements that should be considered when we want to evaluate enjoyment in 

games, and immersion is one of them. Sweetser [ibid.] proposed five points of criteria through which 

we  might  reach  immersion,  leveraging  on  Csikszentmihalyi’s  ideas  about  ‘flow’ or total involvement 

in an activity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). The first criteria is that the player should be less aware of the 

surroundings, outside of the virtual activity, and his or her self-awareness during the game. In the 

second criteria the player might become less worried about everyday life or self during the 

experience. To reach the third criteria the player might introduce himself/herself into a feeling of 

altered sense of time in a way they might feel the time was passing faster or slower during the 

activity. Reaching the fourth criteria the player should feel emotionally connected during the game, 

a sense of thrill or stress or pleasure can be experienced. And in the last criteria the player should 

feel physically connected with the game, in such a way that the player might have contracted muscles 

or might sweat. Although Sweetser [ibid.] recognizes immersion as a key element, it takes more 

relevant role in First-person Shooter games (FPS) where the nature of the game experience is to make 

you feel that you are acting in a parallel world. One relevant aspect of the eight key elements is that 

“all the elements are all closely interrelated and interdependent”.  Therefore,  immersion  should  not  
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be considered as something that might be fully achieved without considering the other seven key 

elements as Concentration, Challenging of Player Skills, Control, Clear Goals, Feedback and Social 

Interaction as Sweetser says. 

 

Table 1 – The  Sweetser’s  GameFlow  framework  elements related with Csikszentmihalyi criteria [1990]. 

Games Literature Flow 

The Game A task that can be completed 

Concentration Ability to concentrate on the task 

Challenge Player Skills 
Perceived skills should match challenges and both must 

exceed a certain threshold 

Control Allowed to exercise a sense of control over actions 

Clear goals The task has clear goals 

Feedback The task provides immediate feedback 

Immersion 
Deep but effortless involvement, reduced concern for self 

and sense of time 

Social Interaction n/a 

 

Csikszentmihalyi, Lazaro and Sweetser present the idea that there are specific motivations to play 

games, and a relevant one is enjoyment in the broadest sense. Enjoyment is a key element to reach 

a total involvement, ’flow’, and concentration during an experience, particularly into a game or an 

attentional leisure activity, and immersion is therefore a relevant part of the flow framework. If we 

consider this, we will be able to reach total control and the rewarding feedback of the experience 

that Csikszentmihalyi calls flow. 

2.2.1 Immersion in VR 

The general sense of immersion that we mentioned before about books or music, might have a 

stricter definition when we consider Virtual Reality technologies. When we address the concept of 

immersion in VR many efforts go in the direction of trying to understand if immersion is a state that 
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depends on the technological configuration or on individual psychological responses to visual, sound 

and haptic feedbacks of stimulus. Mel Slater is an author that has been modeling the concept in 

technology for around twenty years since the use of ‘Presence’ in Immersive Virtual Environments 

(M. Slater & Usoh, 1993). In a later article by Slater (Mel Slater, 1999) the concept of ‘immersion’ is 

referred to as the final deliverable that technology can transmit from an objective point of view. 

Thus, he creates a clear separation between the technical effects that Virtual Reality can present to 

a user, and the psychological responses to this system. Slater [ibid.] believes that there is a 

relationship between how well a system is capable of delivering life-like fidelity with a certain level 

of immersion, in a way this might be objective and measurable, and also that this directly will 

influence the achieved reality. In a parallelism, he proposes the analogy between the wavelength 

distributions of colors with the perception of colors. Where the wavelength represents the 

Immersion, which makes it an objective and measurable feature, and the perception of colors 

represents the ‘Presence’ which  relies  on  the  human’s  responses  to  stimulus  during  an  experience.  

For Slater, in order to quantify immersion, we should consider elements such as senses fidelity, 

behavioral fidelity, display lag and latency, tracking coverage, temperature, air and many others, to 

accomplish this complicated task of evaluation. This definition of immersion is here in concordance 

with the second approach to the concept of Carr et al. (Carr, Buckingham, Burn, & Schott, 2006) in 

which   technology  monopolizes   the   user’s   sense,   so   everything   that   affects   the   user’s   immersion  

might be influenced by technology only. This is in contrast with the second psychological approach, 

where  the  user  turns  into  a  “mental absorption”  mind  mode,  experiencing the sense of being in other 

place, which is more in concordance with the concept of presence for Slate. For our study we will 

stay   closer   to   Slater’s   definition   and   the   stricter division between ‘Immersion’ and ‘Presence’. As 

Slater (Mel Slater, 2003) mentions  “Presence is the human reaction to immersion”  and  this can vary 

from one individual to another. 

 

This definition of immersion was shared by Bowman (Bowman, Mcmahan, & Tech, 2007), in the way 

that immersion might be dissected into a list of different technical elements that influence the 

experience itself. He leverages his study about which level of immersion is necessary to perform a 
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certain   task   on   Slater’s   definition   of   ‘Immersion’ and ‘Presence’ (Mel Slater, 1999). Bowman 

understands that there are different levels of visual immersion that a system can reproduce in high 

fidelity to reality. On the other hand, Presence is interpreted as something that we, as creators of the 

experiences,  might  not  have   full   control   of   the   users’   feelings   because   it   depends  on   subjective,  

individual psychological answers. Bowman focuses on the immersion as something technical that can 

be analyzed through different variables such as Field of View, Field of Regard, Display size, Display 

resolution, Stereoscopy, Head-based rendering, Realism of lighting, Frame rate and Refresh rate. In 

his study, he presents evidence that higher levels of immersion help to improve interaction task 

performance. For example, the size of a display and its resolution might directly influence the result 

in task efficiency with high-resolution displays. This was also investigated by Jennette (Jennett, Cox, 

& Cairns, 2009) where she tries to understand how different graphical element might affect the 

immersion. Nevertheless, Bowman proves through experimenting that having full immersion is not 

always necessary to improve task efficiency, but a high enough level of immersion influence positively 

the results. Thus, it would be more relevant to concentrate the efforts into more engaging 

experiences using different qualities and game characteristics than of concentrating on reaching full 

immersion, as this might influence the ‘enjoyment’ even more as Sweetser (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005) 

mentioned before. 

2.3 Immersive Technologies 

As presented previously, there are technological effects and features that we can try to use in order 

to produce the feeling of presence in the user. In the Immersion Conference Summary (mediaX at 

Stanford University, 2015), the authors argue that having a combination of high-resolution displays, 

high computational power, stereoscopy for creating depth illusion and accurate motion tracking 

system helps to cause the sense of being there, which it is in concordance  with  Slater’s  and  Bowman’s  

definitions of how we might consequently achieve the feeling of presence through immersive 

technologies. In this section we will present some of the technologies in this area to have a reference 

about different VR technologies that can be used for our purpose. 
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A Head Mounted Display (HMD) is a display device that is worn on the head or as a part of helmet, 

consisting of a small display optic, either for one or two eyes. In the (Immersion Conference 

Summary), the authors show how the tracking system for the head movements in the head mounted 

displays made them perceive the virtual experience as more realistic than virtual. The first example 

of HMD was the ‘Telesphere Mask’ in 1960 by Morton Heilig, which did not provide interactive 

medium or any motion tracking, yet it provided stereoscopic 3D in addition to stereo sound (Virtual 

Reality Society, 2016). After that, the very first HMD with tracking movement was developed in 1968 

by the scientist Ivan Sutherland (Sutherland, 1968) ‘The Sword of Damocles’. The early HMDs cost a 

small fortune to buy and they were not very common. But recently many technological companies 

are working to develop various HMDs and they have been become more and more popular and 

affordable as main devices to deliver immersive technology for people in the last decade. For 

example, in 2016,  the  ‘Oculus  Rift’ (Oculus, 2018) HMD  was  released  by  Oculus  VR;  the  ‘HTC Vive’ 

(HTC, 2018) HMD was developed by HTC and Valve Corporation and released in 2016, and Sony is 

working with the Playstation VR system which was released in 2016. These devices required to be 

wired to a basic machine such as a gaming computer. On the other hand, there were companies that 

developed a different approach of HMDs which are based on much cheaper devices with high 

technical specifications, Mobile Phones; for example, ‘Samsung Gear VR’ and ‘Google Cardboard’. 

The authors suggest that one of the key elements for immersion is interaction that is still a not solved 

problem  even   though   it’s   getting  more   attention.   Eventually,   one  of   the  main challenges for the 

development of Head mounted displays (HMD) is the vergence accommodation conflict (VAC), which 

is  the  focusing  issues  that  caused  by  eyes’  movements  asynchronously.  The  authors  show  a  solution  

proposed by Gordon Wetzstein, Assistant Professor in the Department Electrical Engineering and the 

leader of the Stanford Computational Imaging (SCI) Group, using two liquid crystal displays inside the 

HDM to solve this issue. 

Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (Wikipedia, 2018c) is an immersive virtual reality environment 

which was first created at University of Illinois, Chicago in 1992. A CAVE is basically a room with 

between 3 to 6 walls and with projectors directed to all walls in addition to floor and ceiling. Also, 

the user wears 3D glasses inside the CAVE to enable the user to see the 3D objects around him/her 
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and make the technology more immersive. The CAVE is considered one of the best immersive 

interactive technologies which gives the user an illusion of being surrounded by a fictional world 

(Manjrekar et al., 2014). The  environment  has  sensors  to  detect  the  user’s  movements  and  interact 

in the proper way as an immersive environment. 

 

There are different immersive environments similar to CAVE, operating on the same principle but 

which are different in the geometric shape, such as ‘AlloSphere’ (Wikipedia, 2018a) which is in a 

spherical shape located at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Also, ‘Cybersphere’ which is an 

immersive spherical projection system was developed through joint research by VR Systems and the 

University of Warwick, both are in U.K. (Fernandes, Raja, & Eyre, 2003). A similar good example is 

theater Space 360, located in Lucerium National Science Museum in Gwangju, South Korea (Gwangju 

National Science Musem, 2018), in which the users experience the spherical projected images while 

standing on a platform in which they can move around without the need of wearing any other device. 

Although, some physical elements that they are not part of the experience are visible, like the 

handrail, the glass walls or the bulbs which clearly could affect the sense of being presence in 

different place. These physical elements from reality that they are visible might be also an 

opportunity to be used as elements for the virtual reality experience, a good example is the ‘Mixed 

Reality Project of THEORIZ’ (Theoriz, 2018)  where using different 3D projections over the walls, 

ceiling and floor of a regular space, they could transform reality into a type of augmented reality but 

with a sense of being presence now in other interactive space. 

Furthermore,   immersive   technologies   can   also   include   any   technology   that   stimulates   the   user’s  

senses. For example, some researches and studies are going in expanding the sensory experience, as 

a research by Doug James in Stanford University is working on the sounds in simulations to create 

more immersive experiences (mediaX at Stanford University, 2015). 

 

In our case we will focus on the technology that fulfills the flexibility and mobility requirements, so it 

can be available and used by people with physical impairments. Therefore, we are trying to create 

the immersive experiences while focusing more on HMDs as an immersive technology. Nevertheless, 
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other type of technologies can be studied in future work to deliver the experiences and evaluate the 

immersion factors as well. 

2.4 Related work 

2.4.1 Creating VR & 360° Immersive experiences 

The  Bowman’s  study  suggests  that the concept of ‘Immersion’ might be crafted like a recipe, where 

key elements should be present in sort of checklist. However, it should not be always necessary to 

prepare a too complex recipe to deliver a great immersive experience for the users. This crafting 

approach was connected with the study of Linderman et. al. (Lindeman & Beckhaus, 2009), whereby 

they present the main four themes to describe magical or memorable experiences by collecting 

qualitative data from the VR creators from different parts of the world. The first theme is ‘Strong 

Emotion’, where the gamer may experience extreme emotion when achieving goals or success. The 

second is ‘Deep Engagement’ that is also connected with Csikszentmihalyi in order to get the ‘flow’ 

during gameplay. The third is ‘Massive Stimulation’ in such a way all senses might be involved during 

the experience, trying to create a match between different elements of the experiences with the 

human’s  senses.  And  the  forth theme is ‘Escape from Reality’, related also with Lazzaro and Brown, 

whereby the gamer might create a parallel world to live there during the experience. In the study, 

they remark that to create those great experiences is necessary to yield support for the user in a way 

he might be able to take advantage of his mind to increase the connection during the experience. 

This can only be achieved by creating a structure that supports the matching between the sensory 

stimulus and the game features that the experience integrates.   

 

According to Slater et. al. (Mel Slater & Sanchez-Vives, 2016) VR delivers good enough cues for the 

senses   to   raise  an   idea  of  “this is a room”  even though it might not stimulate all the senses. For 

example, stimulating the vision alone might be enough to reach a feeling of presence because the 

vision sense is perceptually dominant. He mentioned that a good immersive VR system should 

support natural sensory and motor functions. From this perspective, an HMD might be more 
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immersive than a CAVE because the second cannot deliver self-perspective in a virtual environment, 

but all the virtual representation that a CAVE delivers can be delivered by an HMD. The authors 

mention that one of the key aspects of VR in comparisons with other medias is delivering the illusory 

sense of place and reality. However, while VR is a creator of reality, it is also a creator of unreality. In 

other words, VR has a duality, where even if an individual is able to do something in the new reality, 

that  doesn’t  mean  he/she  will  be  able  to  do  it  in  the  current  reality.  In  Slater’s  sense  VR  increases  

beyond of this world the range of action. 

 

There have been many studies and approaches to create an immersive experience for the user, 

through variety of ways and applications. Ramalho et. Al. (Ramalho & Chambel, 2013a) presents a 

design and a user evaluation for an interactive mobile application that provides the user with an 

immersive environment to capture, visualize and share georeferenced 360 videos and high definition 

videos with metadata. In order to increase immersion, the authors proposed two ways, the first one 

through  “Experience Sensing”  where  fans  were  added  to  generate  air  similar  to  the  wind  that  were  

during the recording. The second way was “Context awareness”  where  information  layer  from  the  

metadata is shown over the video for the user. At the end, a user evaluation was made for both ways 

of  immersion  and  the  results  showed  the  informant  found  the  “Experience Sensing”  features  more  

satisfactory and fun  to  use  whereas  the  “Context awareness”  more  useful.  As  the  results  show  in  this  

study,  the  informants  were  more  satisfied  about  the  experience,  but  it’s  not  really  clear  they  were  

more immersed or felt ‘presence’ as Slater definition. The proposed designs might have offered 

immersive  technologies,  but  the  presence  feeling  was  not  proved  by  the  study’s  results.  

 

A different approach to creating an immersive experience was made in a study made by Keefe et. Al. 

(Keefe, Acevedo, Moscovich, Laidlaw, & LaViola, 2001), where the authors built an interactive 

immersive environment using CAVE-system and shutter glasses for artists and painters to paint 3D 

art visual work in a virtual environment. Their system incorporates many sensors and interactive 

devices which the painter uses to create the 3D virtual art work. The authors show that the design of 

the system through the immersive cave virtual system, in addition to the natural and intuitive 
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interaction and immediate feedback from the system, also creates an immersive experience for the 

artist. As the authors present in their observations, the informants were using brushes to make the 

strokes as in real life painting which indicates that the system provided immersive effects that help 

them feel as they are painting in the real life. However, the informants expressed the lack of the usual 

haptic feedback the artists used to feel while drawing on the real board. Nonetheless, in this study 

the authors show the interest, enjoyment and willingness of the informant to live this new 

experience.  Yet,  they  don’t  show  clearly  which  presence  the  informants  felt  during  their  experience.  

In another study with the use of CAVE system (Lugrin, Cavazza, Pizzi, Vogt, & André, 2010), the 

authors’  goal  was  to  explore  the  usability  of  immersive  interactive  storytelling, trying to investigate 

the  factors  that  influence  the  user’s  acceptance  of  an  immersive  media  experience.  Therefore,  they  

designed  a  fully  immersive  “Interactive Narrative”  system  based  on  a  CAVE-like system and provided 

it with two different modes, where in the first one the user can interact with the characters in the 

environment, whereas, in the second he/she will only observe the characters in their story, but still 

can interact with the environment. The authors used ITC-SOPI Questionnaire (Lessiter, J.; Freeman, 

J.; Keogh E.; Davidoff, 2001) to measure the Presence in the whole experience. Their results 

demonstrate that informants felt a high sense of spatial presence in addition to high level of 

engagement. Also, they say that even though these negative effects and cybersickness are of course 

limiting factors, but they have only led to interrupting the experiment in exceptional cases (3%), and 

many informants expressed feelings of being there. 

 

An unconventional area for immersive experience is immersive authoring which is about building 

virtual systems from within virtual environments (Lee, Kim, & Billinghurst, 2005). A new Tangible 

Augmented Reality authoring tool ‘iaTAR system’ was proposed by Gun A. Lee et al., ibid. which 

enables the developers to create AR scenes by being immersed inside an Augmented Reality 

application. The immersive authoring distinction comes from allowing the user to create and 

experience the immersive content firsthand through natural and direct interaction within the same 

environment. The authors define ‘Tangible AR’ by connecting virtual objects with physical ones in the 

real world. In their design, the user will use an HDM attached with a video camera. The video camera 
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will record the real environment and track the physical tracking markers, where the ‘iaTAR’ system 

will map these markers with the virtual objects and merge both the captured real world with the 

virtual  elements  to  send  to  the  user’s  HDM.  The  authors  argue  that  the  efficiency  of  this  immersive  

authoring method can be seen through several AR applications were built using their system. Their 

results showed that many informants appreciated and found it easy to use their proposed system. 

However, some of them preferred a combination of immersive authoring and desktop interface. 

Consequently, the authors explain that more investigation and research is needed for more 

understanding and building immersive authoring tools. 

A different approach was used by T. Chambel et. Al. (Chambel, Chhaganlal, & Neng, 2011) to design 

and develop immersive interactive videos based on 360° hyper videos. The authors claim that their 

new design will create more immersive and engaging 360° hypervideos experience. The hypervideo, 

as they define it, is integrating a video in hypermedia through links and annotations which are defined 

in space and time. They propose a design for interactive 360° video to support navigation and 

orientation by adding 1) a dragging interface allows the user to pan around the 360º video. 2) a circle 

shows the angle which the user is looking at. 3) a mini map to the video, which is a planar projection 

for the 360º video resized to be fully viewed and allow the user to change the current view of the 

video. In addition to some features to support the navigation and orientation. For increasing the 

immersion, the authors propose projecting the videos in immersive Cave, or using very large screens 

and circular if possible. Moreover, they propose using cordless mouse with a gyroscope,   user’s  

gestures and gloves to detect the user’s movements. In addition to the mobile phones to control or 

get more information about the projected video. However, there was no evaluation of the proposed 

design or features, nor of how they will affect the user experience and the feeling of presence. It is 

therefore unclear whether they will increase the engagement or interrupt the experience. 

 

All these studies have been trying to increase the immersion into an experience. However, a question 

was also raised about whether it is always good to have a high immersive experience. Literature 

showed mixed results about the usefulness of immersive experiences, as some of them show that 

immersive  environments  would  increase  the  user’s  engagement and therefore the learning outcome. 
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On the other hand, others indicate that immersive technologies might result in distracting the user 

and decreasing the focus on the content itself. Moreover, some studies suggest that the expectations 

of the people will also affect their experience, where positive expectations will result in more 

engagement and effort by the user, but negative expectations will result in the opposite. Therefore, 

since VR technologies are still novel, people expectations may influence their experience and result 

in a greater output (Rupp et al., 2016). In this study the authors investigated the effect of VR 

experiences  and  how  immersion  would  influence  the  user’s  experience.  The  outcome  of  the  study  

confirms that the more the informant felt presented and immersed in the experience the less the 

informant  was  able  to  recall  information  of  the  content,  because  the  informant’s  attention  was  more  

about  the  technology’s  novelty   itself.  Besides,  the  people  focused  more  on  the  visual   information 

than the auditory information, which was more ignored by the informants. On the top of that, based 

on the findings, the authors suggest that if an informant had a high sense of presence in the VR or 

great expectations of VR, both led to losing focus of  the  content  itself.  However,  it’s  also  not  clear  

from the study if this was due to the novelty of the experience, and if the results therefore would 

change  after  repeating  the  experience  for  the  informant.  Also,  it’s  not  clear  if  the  content  type  and  

the experience’s  goal  might   influence  the   informant’s attention and focus, for example, a gaming 

experience might differ from learning one. 

 

In the study Bringing immersive enjoyment to hyperbaric oxygen chamber users using virtual reality 

glasses (Lv, 2015), the author proposed an immersive solution for patients in a hyperbaric oxygen 

chamber using Head Mounted Display (HMD). Since the patients in the hyperbaric oxygen chamber 

need to stay laying down  in  a  very  narrow  chamber  with   limited  activity  and  they  can’t  enter  any  

electronic devices because of the high pressure, the author in his study suggested a solution which 

is constituted by a smartphone sealed in an isolation bag, in addition to the HMD and a remote 

controller. The proposed solution additionally includes a software that can transfer stereoscopic 

images of the 3D game from a PC to a smartphone. The remote controller is used to enable the user 

to configure the game settings. Even though the study included testing different HMDs and 
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comparing them, it did not include evaluation for the efficacy of the proposed solution and how it 

resulted  in  the  user’s  experience. 

 

In a study Ramalho et. al.  (Ramalho & Chambel, 2013b), investigated the immersion potential of 

mobile technology through a multisensory approach in which, apart from 360° images, sound and 

tactile interaction was also considered with the aim to understand whether these were able to 

enhance immersion and user satisfaction. In the study, they evaluated the mobile app ‘Windy Sight 

Surfers’ (WSS) and its different features, which allow users to visualize and navigate 360° 

georeferenced videos. In order to incorporate an emotional channel, they used a face expression 

recognition framework integrated with WSS app. The framework allowed them to identify eight 

emotions: Neutral, Anger, Contempt, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, and Surprise. Through the 

use of a 3D audio setup together with a ‘Doppler Effect’ sound simulation, and the ‘Emotion’ 

framework the results were promising. The feelings of presence and immersion were enhanced, 

which was also the main conclusion of the study after analyzing the informant’s data. From this study, 

we can deduce the big impact of enhancing the stimulus to a specific human sense, which might 

cause the increased sense of presence in users. This study confirms what was mentioned before in 

other studies (Keefe et al., 2001) and (Lv, 2015), about how matching the specific experience features 

with the right human's senses might promote a sense of presence in users as final goal. 

 

2.4.2 Transferring 360° experiences (in Real-time) 

In the movie ‘Hard-core Henry’ (Imdb, 2015) there was a good example of trying to transmit more 

immersive experiences. To produce the film, they only used chest-mounted 3D cameras to record 

the movie from a first-person perspective in order to give an immersive experience. This experience 

was delivered on the cinemas using 3D glasses in order to give the public an even more immersive 

experience. In parallel, they used the surround sound technology ‘Dolby Atmos’ (Dolby, 2018) which 

delivers breathtaking realistic sound. In a way we can identify the attempts of the producers and 

director  to  stimulate  the  human’s  senses  in  a  way  that  causes  the  spectators  to feel that they are an 
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active part of the action; in a similar way that the main character is switching from a regular spectator 

perspective to a first-person perspective. 

 

Probably the most relevant example for us of transferring 360° experiences is ‘LiveSphere’ (LS) 

project from Kasahara et. al. (Kasahara, Nagai, & Rekimoto, 2014). They proposed a system in which 

a head-mounted display is used to share 360° images from one person the ‘Body User’ to another 

the ‘Ghost User’ in real-time. The ‘Ghost User’ is then able to experience a sense of being in another 

place through the help of the ‘Body  User’. The system consists of: 

1. A set of 360° cameras mounted into a headband which the information is going to be recorded 

and transmitted through; 

2. A head-mounted display that will allow the second user to receive the images.  

3. A wireless connector to allow the communication from the ‘Body User’ to the ‘Ghost User’.  

One of the main issues was the shakiness of the images, for which they proposed a solution with a 

specialized algorithm to stabilize the image. The results were satisfactory where the system was 

exposed to different action activities such walk in the town or bungee jumping among other activities. 

With a second version of the prototype (Nagai, Kasahara, & Rekimoto, 2015), they examined how 

sharing the environment in 360° can improve collaboration, where the ‘Ghost User’ has to follow all 

the movements from the ‘Body User’ which might cause sickness (Benson, 2002). Since the 

recordings are in 360° ‘LiveSphere’ removes the limitations of sharing one perspective while the 

‘Ghost User’ might want to be focused to another point during the experience. They mentioned that 

the proposal can have many different applications such disaster rescue, navigation to a specific 

object, or virtual sport experience.  

They conclude that the use of ‘LiveSphere’ can deliver immersive experiences to a person located in 

a completely different place giving an effective collaboration during the experience. In our 

perspective, this type of systems might have a great opportunity to be applied in Accessibility field 

for people with serious impairments who might not be able to access to specific places, attractions 

or activities, such a museums or botanical gardens. However, the idea of transmitting images in real-

time relies on someone else the ‘Body User’ providing the experience, which might reduce the 
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autonomy of people with impairments if they want to experience a place anytime. Additionally, 

transmitting the images or the videos will rely mainly on having a very good connection with high 

bandwidth, which is a hard condition to fulfil to everyone all the time.  These might be the biggest 

differences with the idea of creating a library of 360° experiences. 

2.4.3 VR experiences versus 360° video experiences 

There are some confusions in the media while trying to explain the differences between graphic-

based VR experiences and 360° video experiences. In (Mel Slater & Sanchez-Vives, 2016), they discuss 

some differences between VR and 360°. The main difference consists of the control over the actions 

and the different points of view that a user can place himself/herself during the experience; yet both 

are in the domain related with ‘Virtual Reality’. In this sense, graphics-based VR can mimic 360° 

videos, but 360° videos cannot reproduce complete graphics-based VR experience, unless that you 

can determinate in advance every single movement and interaction possibilities. In that sense, if a 

designer was able to predict some of the possible movements and interactions, the designer will be 

closer to achieve a similar experience to the one that graphic-based VR delivers but with the 

aggregate that we will be using real imagery and captures. Similarly, in (mediaX at Stanford 

University, 2015) the authors suggest that only VR simulations with 3D graphics can provide a total 

interactive immersive experience, because of the ability of controlling the environment and the 

possibility to move or interact freely in the environment. This gap between VR experiences and a 

360° videos, constitutes the core of our study. 

2.4.4 New concept – Augmented 360° Experiences 

Likewise, our study pursues to understand if there is a possibility to define a middle area between 

the two concepts: the pure graphic-based Virtual Reality experience and the 360° video experience. 

We believe there might be a possibility to create a new kind of experience that can be a place in 

between, as an interactive 360° video experience that can turn a simple conventional 360° video into 

an ‘augmented 360° experiences’, where the user can achieve more degrees of control over the 

experience while still experiencing elements taken from the reality. Thus, through this we will be able 
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to reduce the gap between these concepts and create richer experiences that we can integrate in a 

more suitable way. Therefore, in this study, we are pursuing to achieve an aim that it is similar in a 

sense of transferring real experience from one individual to another as [Kasahara et. Al. 2014] or 

streaming 360° videos (Ramalho & Chambel, 2013b), but a novel objective in the sense of exploring 

the mentioned gap between the two types of experiences (VR and 360° recordings) and with the 

focus on people with impairments who might have less access to the outside or specific 

environments, which will be one more step towards approaching the problem from their perspective 

trying to improve their life. 

2.4.5 Our Definition – Immersion with 360° interactive experiences 

Causing a feeling of presence in the users is the ultimate goal of a Virtual Environment and Virtual 

Experiences in general. Where a good set of technical configurations means to have a good technical 

immersion set of variables such as display resolution, field of view, smooth animation/movie and 

stereo sound amongst others. These influence directly how close we can come to causing the feeling 

of presence in the users, in order to receive the psychological responses of presence in the 

informants. Despite the fact a high level of immersion would require different senses to be stimulated 

during the experience, taking into consideration the possible target group, we should optimize the 

visual and the sound cues from the technical perspective as much as necessary. Consequently, we 

believe we will be able to achieve a suitable level of immersion during the experience, and as a result, 

an adequate feeling of presence at a necessary degree of achievement for this type of experience. 

3 Method 

In this chapter, we will describe the used methods during the study. Since the nature of our study is 

explorative and focused on people with physical impairments, we will start with a pre-study from 

some assumptions which will be evaluated with a group of informants through a ‘user-centred’ 

approach. Later, we will do a follow-up with this group on the final design in order to contrast the 

findings from the pre-study with the final design and make them part of the design through a 
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participatory approach. Additionally, we will test the design with a second group of people to realize 

if there is any difference in the insights between a first time 360° experience and a second experience.  

 

Regarding the data, we will mainly use qualitative data since we want to reveal the user behaviors, 

and  furthermore  understand  the  users’  behaviors  and  motivations  for  this  specific  context  and  target  

group. Additionally, we will collect some quantitative data in order to have a stricter measure of the 

feeling  of  presence,  based  mainly  on  Slater’s  Presence  Questionnaire (van Baren & IJsselsteijn, 2004). 

The   idea   is   to  contrast   the  users’   feedback  with  a  measurable  data  of   those   feelings,   in  order   to  

ensure that the directional data will be in concordance with the aim of the study. 

3.1 Pre-study 

In the beginning of the study we needed to obtain insights from the users about their preferences 

and to collect some feedback about the videos and the experience; and that was through pre-study 

interview. Therefore, we made three videos mockups, exemplifying three different effects, Seamless, 

Arches and Gates (explained further below), which we believed should create different feelings or 

experiences for the user. The main idea about the pre-study was to connect two separate videos 

recorded on two different paths in a forest, in which the user was supposed to interact on the fork 

between the paths and select one of them. In this initial demo the interaction with the user was 

simulated. The demos were then used to evaluate how the user would feel and react about distinct 

ways of connecting these videos. 

 

The first video was made only by connecting two paths videos as smoothly as possible, in order to 

make it as if it was only one video and the user was interactively turning to the following path. In this 

video we were trying to follow the ‘Seamless design’ approach, where we were trying to hide as much 

as possible of the transaction to another video the ‘seam’ and reduce the feeling that a new video 

was playing. The second video was made by connecting two paths videos having an overlay graphical 

animation on the switching point to indicate that a new path would start. In this approach we were 

trying to apply the gamification concept as the animation effects seem similar to the games where 
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the user had to pass by kind of Arches to start the new level. The third video was made by having a 

huge gate that closes on the switching point and then opens when the new path starts, simulating 

that the user went through a Portal to another world or path. Through this video we were trying to 

apply the ‘Seamless  design’ approach where we were using the switching point between the two 

videos the ‘seam’ and make use of it in our design. 

Additionally,  to  get  the  users’  feedback  we  prepared  three  questionnaires.  A  pre-test questionnaire 

to be presented to the user at the beginning of the interview before any video was played to get 

some information about the user, a post-video questionnaire to be answered right after each video 

was watched to get feedback, and a post-test questionnaire to be presented at the end of the 

interview and after all videos, to get an overall feedback for the experience as a whole. The questions 

in all three questionnaires were inspired by various authors and researchers, we used part of Slater-

Usoh-Steed Questionnaire [ibis.], Igroup Presence Questionnaire (Schubert, T., Friedmann, F., & 

Regenbrecht, 2001) and in addition to questions related to our own study we created. 

3.1.1 Recording 

The used videos for this pre-study were recorded using a professional 360° camera ‘Insta360Pro’ 

(Insta360, 2018b) mounted on a helmet which was worn by one of the researchers ‘recorder’ working 

on this thesis (Figure 3a, Figure 3b). The other researcher ‘controller’ was responsible for managing 

the time and controlling the camera remotely through a mobile application (Insta360, 2018a) 

installed on his phone ‘OnePlus 5T’. 
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Figure 3 – a) On the left, one researcher wearing the helmet with the camera on it b) On the right, the 
360º camera mounted on the helmet. 

The area where the videos were recorded was located in a forest close to the Fyris river in Uppsala 

(Figure 4), Sweden. The chosen area was intended to provide a simple and common desirable 

scenario for a person with physical barriers to access this type of environment. While keeping the 

recording environment realistic, we also had to reduce the number of people or cars passing around, 

since moving objects in the recordings will interfere with the continuity in the seams between 

movies.  The intention of using the selected environment was to deliver an experience where the 

main of focus was in observing the nature and hearing the sounds of environment. It was also 

necessary to find a place where we could have two short paths that were linked in the video. It also 

turned out that it was very difficult to decide on a suitable spot to place the controller person should 

be. This problem would also be important to solve in order to make a proper final implementation of 

the system. Since the recordings would have to be covering 360 degrees, it would be almost 

impossible for any person to hide from the camera and still keep the mobile phone within Bluetooth 

range of the camera. Therefore, we agreed in the end to make the recording in a place where there 

were a table with chairs and the controlling person will sit on one of them without noticeable 

movements so that it was possible consider him as part of the recorded scene. Consequently, the 
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chosen paths would be close to these table surrounding it. At the end two paths were chosen in the 

mentioned area, one of them was a straight path surrounded by trees; and the second one was a left 

turn on the original path towards the river.  

 

Figure 4 – The area where the videos were recorded shown in a 360° unwrapped version. 

We tried to have a plan beforehand on how we will record the videos in order to success the 

connecting process and make it more efficient (Figure 5). We agreed to record the paths in the order 

as the sketch numbers show. The curved arrows indicate (we call them loops) that a still stand video 

was recorded for ~10 seconds on the points where they were supposed to be the switching or 

connecting points in the final connected video. At this point of planning we were not completely sure 

that these loops would be completely useful at the end, but we recorded them as assets that they 

might be useful later on the stitching process. 
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Figure 5 – The sketches with the plan 

Before the recording, we agreed on many different details about the paths, such as the length and 

the time they took to walk through, the switching points, and the signs that we communicated 

through. In more details, the controller person was responsible on checking the time and telling the 

recorder person when to start walking and how much to stand still in the switching point. To 

communicate in the least way to avoid making noise to the videos and keep track of the time, one 

word   was   used   to   communicate;   “GO”, which was only said by the controller person when the 

recorder person was supposed to walk. After each walk, the switching points, where the recorder 

person should stop, were marked by using sticks and snow piles on the road. In a way trying to adapt 

to the surrounding environment and making them indistinguishable to the user. 

3.1.2 Recruiting 

Due to our focus on people with impairments, we asked for support in the recruiting process to our 

professor which is in contact with some organizations that work with people with spinal cord injuries 

and similar impairments. In parallel, we contacted Uppsala Kommun, Uppsala University, 

Myndigheten för Delaktighet (MFP), Swedish Disability Rights Federation, HSO Uppsala Län 

(Handikappföreningarnas SamarbetsOrgan) which is the Disability Association's Cooperation Agency, 
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Studenthälsan in Uppsala which is the Student Health Center and some contacts in one of the 

researcher’s  workplace. Besides, we published in different related groups in Facebook and within our 

social networks to increase the chances to recruit some informant with this specific condition. 

After this process we were able to interview 4 informants who were able to participate in our study, 

who still had the impairment condition, or they were in the long rehabilitation process. 

3.1.3 Creating a Demo 

For this pre-study, the six videos were stitched using the software Insta360Stitcher on a Mac 

computer because it was the most suitable alternative for this part of the process. We tried other 

commercial software such as ‘AutoPano Video 3’ and ‘VideoStitch Studio’, but both demonstrated 

having problems in the moment of recognizing the camera rig configuration, or the configuration 

options were not enough for achieve a better result. Thus, the final stitched videos using this 

software were not in a quality that could satisfy the goal of delivering realistic and immersive 

experience. Both software presented problems identifying the stitching points, ghosting effects, 

blurring, stabilization problems, or even not being able to stitch the videos in a 360° view at all (Figure 

6). 
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Figure 6 – On the right-side frames, the blurriness and ghosting effects are perceivable in the recordings 
in comparison with left side where the elements are clear and sharp. 

To create the videos mockups, we used ‘Adobe After Effects’. The idea was to create one video that 

connects two videos of two paths, simulating that a user took a turn from one path to another. So, 

in one point which was supposed to be the switching point, two graphical buttons would be shown 

simulating that the user had chosen a path while being in the experience; and then the new path 

video would be played. As mentioned earlier, three different videos were created with three different 

effects (Figure 7). All of them  had  the  control  buttons  that  simulate  the  user’s  choice.  Yet,  a  distinct  

effect would be shown in each video. Additionally, a sound effect was created at the switching point, 

in order to have insights from the user how the sound effects influenced the experience. All the 

videos were rendered in ‘stereoscopic 360° mp4’ format through ‘Adobe Media Encoder CC 2018’. 
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Figure 7 – a) On the top, the seamless video without any other addition than the arrows to each path and 
the text. b)  on  the  middle,  the  video  with  the  arches  and  the  ‘donuts’  over  b)  On  the  bottom,  the  version  

with  the  gates  opening,  the  ‘seamful’  version 
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Figure 8 – Some try-outs a) The cameraman is totally visible b) The cameraman is hidden by using an 
image. 

3.1.4 Questionnaire 

To build up the questionnaire, we utilized the questionnaire developed by Slater, Usoh and Steed 

(SUS) (van Baren & IJsselsteijn, 2004) in addition to the Igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) 

(Schubert, T., Friedmann, F., & Regenbrecht, 2001). In one hand, we consider Slater as a reference in 

the VR study with more than 180 published papers and 2 books since 1993, when he published the 

relevant paper (Simulating Peripheral-Vision in Immersive Virtual Environments). Besides, regarding 

to ACM he has published 126 papers in total with 1,942 citations. Several of these studies were 

conducted about presence and immersion concepts and how to measure the presence since the 

study by Slater, Usoh and Steed started in 1994. In the other hand, the authors of IPQ share the same 

definition of presence with Slater and agree on the separation between the immersion factors and 

the resulted presence. The questionnaire was developed using a variety of items and two survey 

waves with around 500 informants. For our post-video questionnaire, we used seven point Likert-
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type scale (McLeod, 2014) which was used by SUS questionnaire. Additionally, we believed this scale 

would allow us to have larger variation range of responses for the users which it would help us to 

identify with more accuracy the strongest response, either negative (1-2) or positive feeling (6-7), 

rather than concentrate the possible responses in the middle (3-5) (Johns, 2010). This would help us 

to interpret the data, considering that we would have quantitative and qualitative data at the same 

time. Therefore, when we would find a strong feeling in the quantitative responses, we would be 

able to contrast it with the qualitative data in order to corroborate the founded insights. 

 

The chosen questions from the SUS questionnaire were only modified to fit in the context with the 

forest experience. The modification was restricted to change the Virtual Environment wordings with 

the forest. For our pre-study, we chose the questions which we believed were the most suitable for 

the design level, where the videos mockups were not in a final design, but they were as prototypes 

to   investigate  the  users’  preferences.  Therefore,  form  SUS  questionnaires  we  chose  the  questions  

number 1 and 3 (Appendix A). Similarly, we chose some questions from IPQ questions where they 

were suitable for the design level and not contradicting or repeating the SUS questionnaire. We chose 

the question number 11 from IPQ questionnaire. In addition to the chosen questions, we added 4 

questions to figure out how the informant would feel when reaching the switching point and in case 

they would notice there was a new video playing, and how the switching point would affect their 

experience. So, the questionnaire was designed to get a notion of the feeling of presence in the 

informants during each test case, and to find their preferences about type of experience, the 

psychological effects, and to identify insights in general for the next step design. 

 

3.1.5 Evaluation 

Each interview was conducted in a quiet and silent place in order to remove as much distractors as 

possible during the time the informant was exposed to the 360° videos. One of the evaluations took 

place in Uppsala University inside the observation room, and the other three took place in the 

informants’  home/work.  During  the   interview,  one  of  the  researchers  took  the  role  of  moderator  
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taking care about explaining the details about the project, to explain the consent form and the 

conditions, and to do the follow-up after each video. The second researcher took the role as a 

technical leader to set the recording ready to play, to help the interviewee to wear the VR glasses 

‘Samsung Oculus SM-R325’ and the noise-cancelling headphones ‘Sony WH-1000XM2’, and to make 

sure that each evaluation would reproduce in the same procedure. For the final questions both 

researchers participated in order to get more insights about whole experience. Each interview took 

as average time 30 minutes. 

 

3.1.6 Analysis and Results 

We had quantitative and qualitative data collected from the interviews. The quantitative data was 

collected from the post-video questionnaire. To analyze the quantitative data, we could see that the 

greater the value of the answer given to the question, the more presence the informant felt. 

Therefore, we could calculate the sum of these numbers and see which video had the greatest 

number which would indicate it as the most desirable video. The qualitative data was collected from 

the   researchers’   observations,   the   informants’   comments   and   the   recordings   for the Post-Test 

interview. For the qualitative data, we used thematic analysis for the observations, comments and 

the transcripts of the recordings for each informant.  

 

The resulted themes we had in addition to the quantitative data results we had for each informant 

were connected and contradicted together to get more reliable analysis and understand more the 

informants’  feedback.  So, we could see if the informants’ feedback through the interview at the end 

was reflected through the questionnaire numbers.   

 

As a result of the analysis process we had a lot of various insights, which would help us and we would 

consider for the next design phase. In this section we will present these insights and results. 

The data showed that the first video had the higher presence score for the informants, which boosted 

that all of them agreed that they did not feel the that experience was interrupted on the switching 
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point, but it seemed for them as they were turning to another path. This confirmed that the 

experience of choosing a different path was immersive and did not disturb the feeling of walking in 

the forest for the first video, whereas it was more interrupted in the other videos with the graphics 

effects. This also asserted that all the informants declared in the interview they preferred realistic 

experiences or to visit real places rather than to visit virtual places. This pointed to a conclusion that 

the usage of graphics might be a good idea for informants, but the way to use them should take into 

consideration the type of graphics for the type of experience, attributes and user's interests. For 

example, in this pre-study   the   graphics   did   not   fit   the   informants’   preference   besides   of   being  

possibly out of context, and that was very clear in video #3 with the gate graphic. The informants 

expressed that their experience was corrupted by the gate closing and opening. In addition, one 

informant directly mentioned that having the gate is not necessarily a good idea because "there are 

not doors in nature". That could be also seen clearly in the questionnaire results in graph 1. 

 

Figure 9 - Summary  of  Informant’s  feedback  during  the  pre-study evaluation 

Video #3 had the lowest rate in all questions for all informants which meant they had the lowest 

feeling of presence and it was the least immersive video. Three informants voted with a high degree 
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of feeling that a new video was played in the new path and it felt for them as an obvious transition 

between two videos. On the other hand, one informant declared that presence of the graphics "does 

not matter" for the sense of being there, but for this particular informant it was the first-time 

experiencing VR, with no technical background and with no particular interest in computer games. 

 

Even though all informants preferred the first video, we could see through the answers and the 

informants' feedback to the questionnaire that informant #2 preferred the second video which had 

the arches graphic effect. This informant expressed his interest in video games, in contrast to the 

other informants. We believed that this interest had affected the informant's responses and as a 

result, he had much higher preference in the second video than the other informants. 

 

Due to the impairments and the lack of opportunities to move, some uncomfortable feelings might 

occur. Two informants declared that they felt scared about the movements when they watched the 

videos, one of them faced a problem with the movement of the camera in the moment they were 

observing in a different direction in which the cameraman was walking. One of informants declared 

also that she felt a little bit of dizziness during the experience, we believed that this might be a result 

of the rare feeling of walking and with the pace of moving the camera in different way that they were 

used to. The data also showed that this informant had a less pleasant experience rather than the 

other informants. In all videos the scores for her answers were less than the others, which could align 

with the observation we had during the interview, where the informant had a more difficult physical 

condition, in addition to the dizziness and to be disturbed by the eyeglasses she had while wearing 

the HMD. One of the informants also declared a strange and weird feeling of the point of view of the 

recording, it was too high for what she is used to, in those cases from a wheelchair high perspective, 

she even declared that she felt she was flying. The informant #3 data also reflected that. 

 

Regarding to the feeling of being there, none of the informants paid attention to the cameraman's 

body, which was visible in the recording, but they all paid the attention to the surroundings and to 

look around the environment. One informant declared "I did not realize that another person was 
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walking, it was me walking". This represents a clear sense of ‘being there’ during the experience. 

However, since the informants were sitting during the experience, it seemed quite difficult for them 

to bend the neck in 90 degrees to look down, which might influence the feeling of presence. 

 

All the informants declared that they did not pay too much attention to the sound during the 

experience. However, two of the informants declared that it was weird to hear footsteps since they 

cannot walk. Moreover, one of them declared that it would be more natural to hear a wheelchair 

sounds, which was what she was more used to hear while moving. All the informants declared that 

it would be nice to hear a bit more sounds related with the context, for example in our case with the 

walk along the river, nature sounds, water flowing (river), birds, wind or similar. But not too loud, 

just some calm and quiet sounds that would not disturb the experience. 

 

Two informants expressed that they would like to visit historical places and museums, and one of 

them manifested a clear desire to visit places with "very difficult access or almost impossible for her", 

for example the pyramids in Egypt, rather than to take a walk in the park. 

 

These were promising results for our design in order to deliver an interactive immersive 360° 

experience. We collected relevant insights to apply for the second stage of our design, from the 

technical perspective, the immersion itself, in which we had to consider more the sound as an 

attribute  of   immersion,  user’s  preferences  as  a  requirement to satisfy, and the usage of graphical 

elements that should be used in a seamless approach to not interrupt the experience, but to make a 

smooth connection between two videos, and keep it realistic as the informants expressed a 

preference. 

4 Design 

In this chapter, we will describe how we created our final design which is divided into eight sections. 

In the first section, Experience design, we will describe our reasoning of how created the experience, 
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later we will continue explaining how the recording process itself was, followed by how the six 

recordings were stitched together. In the fourth section, the interpolation process is explained, 

followed by how the sound was edited, and how we created the video composition. In the last two 

sections, we will continue with the mobile application description, and the design evaluation. 

At the end in the Appendix D we will present sample videos of our final design, where they can be 

viewed in 360º mode with or without VR headset. 

4.1 Experience design 

Regarding the insights we had from the pre-study,   the   informants’   preferences   are   experiences  

within nature and historical places. Therefore, we tried to find a place that combines both properties. 

Accordingly, the new experience was recorded in Gamla Uppsala, where there are wide natural 

spaces  and  it’s  considered  a  historical  area.   

Furthermore, as the footsteps and the height were a concern for the informants in the pre-study, we 

had multiple ideas about how to record the new experience, as to use a drone where we could 

control the height of the camera. However, the drone was somehow dangerous to fly in an inhabitant 

area with low height, that might hit people while walking around. One more issue was the sound of 

the drone that would be louder than the surrounding natural sounds which would influence the 

experience and it might reduce the sense of presence. Another suggestion was to use a movable 

device as a small car or trolley to hold the camera, but the concern was about the height which will 

be very low for the experience. Also, the sound of the car motor would affect the natural experience. 

One more suggestion was that one of the researchers would wear the helmet with the camera, but 

instead of walking he would bike. This idea was interesting for us since we will be able to control the 

height more, but we had a serious concern that stopped us from implementing it. We believed the 

recording would be poorly stable and this would highly affect the stitching and the quality of the 

experience which would directly influence negatively the immersion and feeling of presence (Mel 

Slater, 1999). Additionally, it would be very dangerous to hold this very heavy camera over the head 

and bike in the same time, especially that the ground in the chosen place was uneven and tortuous. 
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Accordingly, we decided to record the experience walking, holding the camera using a helmet over 

the head of the shortest between the researchers to have the lowest possible height point of view. 

 

One more point was taken into consideration while recording, as it was pointed in the pre-study that 

the other researcher was identified while being in the experience and it felt weird to see him visible 

without any movement. Therefore, in designing this experience it was necessary that the other 

researcher should be completely invisible to the experience view. Consequently, the cameraman was 

responsible for having the mobile phone and controlling the camera application, while the other 

researcher was hiding during the recording time. This is of course a problem that remains also when 

the camera is carried by some autonomous vehicle. We may still need to be within visible range in 

order to maneuver it.   

 

After visiting the area, we conceived of particular paths depending on feature points in the 

surrounding environment; first it was interesting for the informants, second it had distinct visual 

features for better stitching, third it had suitable key points to be as smooth switching points in the 

video experience. Forth, the walking time in the path should not be too short so the user could have 

the needed time to enjoy and immerse in the experience and should not be too long, so the user 

would not be bored or feel dizzy fast. After recording multiple sessions and various paths that fulfilled 

the mentioned needs, we chose as the final experience a walking path close to the mounds and had 

an open nature field on the other side. At the end of this path, we had a point where the person 

could either go up and climb the mound or continue walking to reach the church there. We believed 

these paths were interesting and they would satisfy the needed requirements as mentioned before, 

in addition to having smooth natural experience (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10 – Simple sketch about how we will design and evaluate our design 

The core of our study is introducing the interaction concept to 360° videos, where the user will be 

able to choose where to move during the experience instead of just following what was recorded by 

another person. This will make a closer step to the graphical virtual reality experience where the user 

has more degrees of the freedom to control what happen in his environment. We believe this 

interaction through switching points in which they will have the ability to decide will increase the 

feeling of presence for the user. In this step of the study, we designed how the user would experience 

the switching to another path based on the collected qualitative data and the insights from the pre-

study.  

 

It was important to evaluate and to study how the interaction would affect the experience and the 

feeling of presence. An additional factor to study in this phase of the study was the sound, which was 

an interesting insight from the pre-study phase. It was relevant to the informants what to hear during 

the experience such as footsteps, people talks, natural sounds from the environment, or sounds 

related to the context. Therefore, we decided to evaluate the sound effects on the feeling of presence 

in the experience, and to study how different users would react to the sounds. We designed two 
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distinct sounds experience, one of the them was the recorded sound while recording the videos 

without any editing. The second version was an edited version with augmented sounds [Sounds]. 

  

The whole process of creating the experience is divided in six phases Recording, Stitching, 

Interpolation, Sounds, Video Composing, and Mobile Application. 

4.2 Recording 

In the time of recording this experience, the weather in Gamla Uppsala was completely different 

from the weather in the pre-study experience. The weather was very sunny and much warmer, but 

instead it was windy (Figure 11). The recordings took places between the Old Uppsala archaeological 

area and the Gamla Uppsala Kyrka (Figure 12), recording towards the west and east paths in order to 

have more alternatives when we would have to create the experience later on. 

 

Figure 11 – 360º view of the defined location in Gamla Uppsala, Sweden. 
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Figure 12 – Map of filming location in Gamla Uppsala. 

Before starting recording the researchers agreed about the possible paths and the switching points. 

In addition to set the recording settings (Table 2) as following in order to have the best possible 

recordings. 

Table 2 – The video settings for the recorded videos 

Video Settings 

Mode Normal 

Content type 360º Pano 

Real-time Stitching Disabled 

Save origins from six lens Activated 

Single lens resolution 8K@30F (6*3840x2160) 

Flat color mode Disabled 

Device Settings 

Frequency 50Hz 
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Speaker Yes 

Led Yes 

Fan No 

Gyro Yes 

Audio Type Spatial Audio 

Video Fragment Yes 

 

At the beginning of each recording, the cameraman clapped one time, to enhance the synchronizing 

and stitching between the 6 recorded videos from the 6 cameras. After the clap, the cameraman 

made a rotational twist along the Z-axis, and that was to enhance the lightning synchronization for 

all the 6 cameras. This is a well-known procedure in the 360° recording industry which increases the 

accuracy  of   the  software’s   identification  of   the   right   frame   in  each  of   the   cameras (Kolor, 2014). 

When the rotation was completed the walking started. At the end of each path, the cameraman tried 

to stand for a few seconds in the same position to get some time for the user and to have more 

frames to connect with the next path. However, these additional frames were not necessary to be 

used in the stitching process. 

4.3 Stitching 

The stitching process was made in a similar way to in the pre-study, using the developed software 

from the same developers of the camera Insta360pro, Insta360Stitcher in its version 1.2.2 for Mac 

OS. The settings were almost the same that are shown in the FIG12, but with only one main change. 

After stitching the first videos and watching them using the VR Headsets, we realized that the 

shakiness of the camera would be a problem for experience and the informants. Even though we had 

experience with watching VR and no diagnosed eyesight issues, watching only some 4 minutes of the 

video made us feel dizzy and very tired. We would assume that it would be even more tiring for the 

informants who would have to watch 4 different videos and who might also have eyesight problems. 

Besides, the informants declared in the pre-study that they felt a little tired even with shorter videos. 
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Because of that, we decided to apply the Gyroscope Stabilization (Table 3) in order to decrease the 

feeling of dizziness in the informants, which had a good result in the stitched videos reducing the 

shakiness and stabilizing much better the image. 

 

Table 3 – The stitching settings for the recorded videos 

Stitching Settings 

Content Type Monoscopic 

Stitching Mode New Optical Flow (High Quality) 

Sampling Type Slow (High Quality) 

Blender Type Auto 

Use Default Circle Position Yes 

Gyroscopic Stabilization Yes 

Use Hardware Decoding Yes, 6 cameras 

Resolution 4K (3840x1920) 

Output Format MP4 

Codec Type H264 

Audio Type Spatial 

Bitrate 240 Mbps 

 

However, this decision had some consequences which affected the video quality by creating different 

blurriness in some stitched areas of the videos (Figure 13), and some parallax effects in others. Still 

we estimated that even if this was not the most suitable solution for the long-term implementation, 

it was at that point of time the best solution in order to have a better experience for the informants 

at this phase of the project. For the next phase it would be necessary to consider a physical 

stabilization system for the camera, to avoid applying a stabilization by software solution. 
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Figure 13 – Blurriness on some stitched videos 

Each of the resulted videos comprised approximately 1-1.25 gigabytes in size, and they were not pre-

edited to delete the synchronization steps (clapping and rotation) at the beginning of each video 

since this needed to be done during the composition of the streaming video. The stitching process 

for each video took approximately 45-60 minutes on a MacBook Pro 2015 (Retina, 13-inch, 2,7 GHz 

Intel Core i5, 8 GB 1867 MHz DDR3). This would most likely be improved significantly by using cloud 

computing or specialized software in a final implementation.  

4.4 Interpolation 

In order to connect the two videos, we created an interpolation between one of the last frames of 

the first video with one of the first frames of the second, which was done in two steps:  

● First, we created a video composition of 8 frames duration, for the first four frames we used 

the last frame of the first video, and for the last 4 frames we used the first frame of the second 

video (Figure 14).  

● Second, we exported the videos for the two required path connections with non-

compression,  keeping  the  video’s  metadata  intact. 
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Figure 14 – Interpolation diagram between the two frames. 

After this preprocessing, we imported the exported video into a new composition in Adobe After 

Effects (AAE), and we applied a shattering morphing method in AAE (Robinson, 2015), which relied 

on interpolating two images for a desired period of time. This was essentially made in five steps: 

1. The first modified the composition duration from 8 frames to 5 seconds. Second, on the video 

layer we enabled the  option  ‘Time  Re-mapping’,  which  would allow us to stretch the video 

from 8 frames to 5 seconds of the composition.  

2. Once applied, we also had to move the auto-created second keyframe to the last frame of 

this composition in order to mark to which frame AAE will stretch the video.  

3. On the layer we had to activate Frame Blending, the option pixel motion, which would tell to 

AAE to apply an algorithm which would try to follow the similar pixels and move them 

between frames to create the morphing.  

4. Then it was necessary to activate the Frame Blending option for the current composition, 

which would allow us to show the desired results in the preview (Figure 15).  
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5. Finally, we exported the composition again keeping intact the metadata and with non-

compression. 

 

Figure 15 – The interpolation between the two frames 

It should be possible to automate this process to a large extent in the future implementation. This is 

necessary in order to be able to provide the necessary number of video clips for the experience 

library. We hope to find means of using advanced image analysis techniques for this stage.  

4.5 Sounds 

We created two types of experiences, one without sound editing (footsteps, wind, construction work, 

airplanes, people walking/biking, etc.), and another with sounds captured from a different part of 

Gamla Uppsala where the videos were recorded. The intention was to keep the context of the sounds 

but to reduce the amount  of  (possibly)  uncomfortable  sounds  that  might  affect  people’s  experiences,  

as they described it in the pre-study (Pre-study). The sounds were recorded in the south west 

direction from Gamla Uppsala Kyrka (cathedral) into the woods, trying to capture sounds that might 

be more pleasant for people than the wind, footsteps and others, considering the obtained insights 

from the pre-study. The sounds were captured using a mobile phone running on Android 8.0 

(Oneplus 3t with dual-microphone with noise cancellation) through the general Sound Recording 
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application. As a result, the captured sounds were mainly bird sounds, insect sounds, and soft wind 

sounds.  

 

However, even with reducing most of other sounds, we believed based on the previous insights that 

to give a better experience we had to tune up the sounds and the quality. For this purpose, we used 

a commercial software called ‘Adobe Audition CC 2018’ (AACC) for mainly two tasks. First, to reduce 

the predominant and unexpected sounds, like strong wind and background noise, and second, to 

increase the desirable sounds for the experiences like birds, insects and other animals. The process 

was done in three steps. First applying a Noise reduction filter, second applying spot healing brush 

tool which helps to eliminate in selected areas the noise, and third raising the volume of the desirable 

sound frequencies which fluctuated between 1500 hertz to 10000 hertz. The resulted augmented 

sounds were exported in uncompressed Wave PCM format with a sample type of 48000 Hertz Stereo, 

32-bit. The exported sounds had a length between 1-3 minutes. 

In the final application, we propose to use a more detailed soundscape, with a 360° stereo recording 

using multiple microphones so that the sounds can be made to support the surround experience for 

the users. However, we have not researched this part further, but focused on the video experience 

for this thesis. 

4.6 Video Composition 

Once the interpolations were created and the augmented sounds were prepared for the videos, it 

was the moment to start creating the video compositions. All the exported 360° recordings were 

imported into Adobe After Effects (AAE) and 4 compositions were created. The first composition was 

the first path towards up the mound compounded of the two paths plus the interpolated video with 

the non-edited sounds. The second composition was the second path towards the church 

compounded of the two paths plus the interpolated video with the non-edited sounds. The third and 

the fourth compositions were similar to the previous two compositions, but with replacing the non-

edited sounds by the augmented sounds (birds, insects, reduced wind sounds, and other animals 

sounds). During the compositing, the main critical task was to synchronize the selected frames from 
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each of the two selected videos (paths) to create the video interpolations (one for each of the 

switching points), with the created interpolations them-self to connect these two videos in the most 

seamless way, ensuring the best fit as possible frame by frame. All this task was done manually 

identifying frame by frame the perfect match between recordings (Figure 16). This step will not be 

done in advance for the final implementation, apart from the frame synchronization, i.e. the 

identification of the exact frames that will connect the video clips in each of the alternative. 

 

Figure 16 – The video composition in Adobe After Effect identifying the specific frames. 

Furthermore, for the compositions that would not incorporate any direct interaction, we created a 

short composition with a simple timer of 30 seconds, with the purpose of being used as an 

introductory time which we could use to set up the headset and put it on for the user (Figure 17).  

We used a similar procedure for the pre-study which ensured us of having enough time from the 

moment we click to open application in the mobile phone, to put on and adjust the VR headset on 

the informant, and then the 360° experience starts.  
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Figure 17 – The shown screen at the beginning of videos with non-interaction. 

After the video compositions were done, they were sent to the Adobe Media Encoder (AME) to be 

rendered and to apply some adjustments. First, for the videos that would be used for experience 

with interaction, they will be split into two videos, the second part of the video included the created 

interpolation. Second, to verify that during the exporting all the metadata would be kept intact. And 

third, to keep the video quality as high as possible since this was one of the most relevant aspect to 

deliver a more immersive experience. However, due to limitation in the Unity building of the Android 

App, the videos should not be bigger than 2 gigabytes of video size, thus it was necessary to apply 

video compression. To do so, we applied a reduction of the target data bitrate from 76.8 to 35 

megabits per second (Mbps). With these we were able to render the videos with a size between 1.7 

to 1.95 gigabytes. For the rendering, the computer that was used was a MacBook Pro (Retina, 13-

inch) with 2,7 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8 GB 1867 MHz DDR3 in ram. The rendering time for 

each of the longer videos (~4 minutes) without interaction was around 50-60 minutes long, and 

around 25-30 minutes long for the shorter videos (~2 minutes). The other rendering settings can be 

found in the Table 4.  

 

Table 4 – The rendering settings used to export each video 

Rendering Settings 

Format H.264 
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Preset 
Customized VR Monoscopic 

Match Source Stereo Sound 

Resolution 3840x1920 

Audio Codec AAC 

Sound 48000 hz stereo 

Bitrate Encoding VBR, 1 pass 

Target bitrate in Mbps 35 

Video is VR Yes 

Framelayout Monoscopic 

 

4.7 Mobile Application 

To provide the interaction between the user and the video, we built a mobile application using Unity 

development platform (Unity Technologies, 2018) and the C# programming language. The 

application was built to play 360 videos using the Gear VR headset (providing 3D view) (Figure 18a) 

on a Samsung Galaxy S8 Phone running Android OS 7.0 using an ASUS laptop with Windows 10 OS. 

The application provided head movement tracking, so the user would be able to look around the 

360° video. Additionally, the application provided the option to show a pointer that represented the 

user’s  eyes  gaze,  which  would be visible only when the interaction was required, to avoid disturbing 

the  user’s  experience.  The  application  provided  two  ways of interacting which the user could choose 

from depending on their physical abilities. The first way of interaction was through the touchpad of 

the Gear VR headset (Figure 18b). The second way of interaction was through the Gear VR controller 

(Figure 18c) which was connected to the smartphone through the Bluetooth protocol. To interact 

with the application the user would be able to reach the interaction areas (buttons) with the gaze 

pointer (Figure 19),  and  using  either  the  headset’s  touchpad  or  the  controller  button  the  user  would 

activate the interaction area functionality. Our main focus was to provide a way for the user to 

experiment the interaction feeling during the experience more than designing the control method 

itself. The control design was not the core focus in our study, since it would be the main research 
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area for the other thesis (Deneke, 2018) in the research project. However, we still provided two 

separate ways of interaction to broaden the design to be suitable for many physical abilities. 

 

 

  

Figure 18 – a) on the left, the Gear VR headset used during the design and evaluation c) on the center, 
the touchpad area on the Gear VR headset c) On the right, the Gear VR controller. 

The application started with a blank white background and a green start button (Figure 19a). The 

start button was designed to be in the same position as the cameraman would start walking in the 

video. This would help the user to direct himself/herself to the movement direction in the beginning. 

The user should use this button (using first the gaze pointer and then clicking in the control) to start 

the experience. After starting the video, and before the video reaches the switching point to the 

different paths within 3 seconds, the application would show two directions which were interactive 

areas (buttons). Each of these would take the user to a different path, which technically would start 

a new video [Interpolation]. 
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Figure 19 – a) On the left, the start screen for the interactive videos with the start button and the gaze 
pointer (small light blue circle) b) On the right, the switching point to select a path with the gaze pointer at 

the centre. 

4.7.1 Technical Description Summary 

The application was built using Unity platform which was primarily used for three-dimensional and 

two-dimensional video games and simulations development (Unity Technologies, 2018). The 

application was developed with the purpose of playing 360° video, and this was implemented by 

projecting the recorded 360° video onto the inner surface of a 3D sphere object in the 3D world, and 

by positioning the main camera in the center of the sphere. To provide the head movement tracking 

for the Gear VR headset, the gaze pointer feature, the touchpad and the controller connections, we 

installed  both  ‘Oculus  Utilities  for  Unity’  and  ‘Oculus  Sample  Framework  for  Unity  5  Project’ (Oculus 

VR, 2018) to the application and imported the needed packages. Additionally, to enable the 

application to provide the 3D view through the Gear VR headset, it was needed to enable the VR 

support feature provided by Unity. The functionality of the application was implemented by C# 

scripts and embedded with the Unity project. Android Studio, Android SDK and Java SDK were used 

to build and deploy the application to the mobile device.  
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4.8 Evaluation design 

On the basis that both interaction and sound factors would be evaluated and studied in terms of how 

they would affect the experience. Accordingly, we had two independent variables (Interaction and 

Augmented Sounds) and one dependent variable (the feeling of presence). The independent 

variables had two factors each (With/Without). This made our study a 2 × 2 factorial experiment 

which gave us the four test conditions combination. One test case was without interaction and 

without any edited sound (Sound Version 1 mentioned previously). The second test was without 

interaction but with the augmented edited sound (Sound Version 2 mentioned previously). The third 

test case was with interaction but without any edited sound. And the last test case was with both 

interaction and with augmented edited sound. Additionally, all the eight informants were part of all 

the combinations of the test conditions, which meant the study evaluation was within subject design. 

In Table 5 is shown the study evaluation design: 

 

Table 5 – The study evaluation design 

  Augmented Sound 

  No Augmented Sound Augmented Sound 

Interaction 
No Interaction 8 Participants 8 Participants 

Interaction 8 Participants 8 Participants 

 

To avoid having any effect of the order of the videos, we decided that we will randomize the videos 

order during the evaluation. Since we would have 8 informants and 4 videos, we would rotate the 

order of the videos between each interview in a way that each video would be two times the first 

video, the second, the third, and the last video. 
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5 Evaluation 

This chapter describes how we will evaluate our design. It is divided into four sections, which starts 

by Recruiting that describes the recruiting process for the informants. After that we describe the 

conducted interviews in Interviews. Then in Questionnaires we go into more details about the 

questions we propose in the interviews and the way we collect the data. At the end, we have the 

Data Analysis part that will explain how we analyze the collected data. 

5.1 Recruiting 

In this phase of our study we had two groups, the first (4 informants) in which we were trying to have 

a participatory design approach, and the second group (4 informants) in which we wanted to deliver 

for first time a 360° immersive experience. We directly contacted the first group that we met in the 

first phase, and additionally we contacted 4 new informants with the help of our co-supervisor, Tom 

Ek. As a result, we had 8 informants with physical impairments that hardened their access to the 

outside environment. There were 6 females and 2 males, and their ages ranged between 26 years 

old and 53 years old. Two of the informants were living in Stockholm while the others were living in 

Uppsala. One of the interviews was held in Ekonomikum campus in Uppsala, in the HCI interaction 

lab, whereas the rest of  the  interviews  were  arranged  either  in  the  informant’s  home  or  workplace. 

5.2 Interviews 

We tried to organize the roles between the researchers during the interviews, so one of them was 

responsible of the papers work and the other was more responsible of the mobile application. 

However, the two researchers were helping each other with both parts. Each interview started with 

a brief introduction explaining to the informant about the project and the thesis, in addition to the 

steps we would go through during the interview as well as the consent form conditions. When the 

informant agreed, he/she signed the consent form. After that, the informant answered a pre-test 

questionnaire   which   was   about   demographic   information,   the   informant’s   background   and  
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preferences. In four cases it was necessary to use another mobile app, VR media player (poppolab, 

2018), to adjust the focus with the VR headset. That was because adjusting the headset focus took 

long time with the informants. We thought that was a result of having optic glasses and eyesight 

problems in addition to some movement or controlling difficulties with the hand and fingers to adjust 

the focus button. Later, each of the video experiences was presented to the informant using the Gear 

VR headset and then he/she answered a post-video questionnaire after each one. After watching all 

the videos, a final discussion with a number of base questions were held with the informant in order 

to collect behavioral and motivational data and get feedback from the informant about the 360° 

experience. This last part of the interview was recorded on audio after taking the informant approval 

in order to avoid losing valuable data for the analysis. 

It was very important to us that we did not bribe the informants in order to have them participate in 

the study. However, after each interview, we offered a symbolic gesture of thanks to the informant 

as an appreciation for their help and time spent with us. Thus, this incorporeal gesture was not 

offered before the interview, so it was not used as a way of stimulating the informants to participate 

in the study or to put any pressure on producing good (or even expected) answers.  

5.3 Questionnaires 

In this phase of the study, we used a Pre-test  questionnaire  about  the  informant’s  background  and  

some general information to collect demographic information and get an idea about the informant. 

Additionally, after each video we had a Post-video questionnaire which was about the feeling of 

presence the informant had during the experience. This questionnaire constituted of Slater, Usoh 

and Steed (SUS) questionnaire six questions with slight modifications, to suit our experience context, 

in addition to four more questions created to ask specifically about the factors we wanted to focus 

on (the sound and the interaction). One of the questions was explicitly about the sound and how 

affected the experience. The other question was how much the informant felt involved during the 

experience. The other two questions were explicitly asking how the switching points (decision points) 

affected the experience. 
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The latter two questions (decision points) were omitted from the questionnaire for the test cases 

which did not have any interaction. Thus, we had 10 questions in the (Feeling of Presence) 

questionnaire for the test cases that had interaction, and 8 questions for the ones without the 

interaction. The additional questions were written in a very similar way to the SUS questionnaire and 

with the same 7-Scale. 

5.4 Data Analysis 

Based on our evaluation design, we measured the feeling of presence for each informant within each 

test condition, and as a result we had the overall presence feeling score for each test condition. With 

these scores it would be clear which of the combination of the independent variables (the factors) 

has the best presence of feeling. Sine we had two additional questions in two test cases as mentioned 

in  the  ‘Questionnaire’  section,  and  to  make  the  comparison  fair  for  all  the  test  cases,  we  eliminated  

the answers for these two questions in the two test cases that had interaction. The collected data 

from the two deleted questions was used to put in contrast the overall answers with the qualitative 

feedback  that  we  received  during  the  interview.  In  addition  to  understand  the  informant’s  feelings  

and the effects on the experience while reaching the switching points. Accordingly, we had 8 

questions for each test case. The optimal presence of feeling in an optimal perfect scenario, would 

be having the (7) score on the scale (1 to 7) for all the presented questions. Consequently, a test case 

would have (56) score as an optimal presence feeling for one informant. Therefore, for the 8 

informants, an optimal feeling of presence would (448) score. Our collected data for each test case 

can be shown in the following results table: 

 

Table 6 – The presence score results by experience 

  Augmented Sound  

  No Augmented Sound Augmented Sound Average 

Interaction 
No Interaction 264 286 275 

Interaction 289 290 289.5 
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 Average 276.5 288  

 

We can see from the results that the experience with both interaction and augmented sound had the 

highest score of presence in Table 6, whereas the experience without interaction and without 

augmented sound had the least score of presence. The following graphs provides a graphical 

representation about the data we had which will help with the analysis. 

 

Figure 20 – The comparison between type of experience 1 
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Figure 21 – The comparison between type of experience 2 

 

The Figure 20 and Figure 21 clearly show how the presence feeling is higher with interaction than 

without interaction in both cases with and without augmented sound. Additionally, they show that 

the interaction has greater effect and make the presence much higher when there is no augmented 

sound. To understand more deeply the results and the relationship between the independent 

variables ‘Interaction’ and ‘Sound’ and the dependent variable ‘feeling of presence’, we will 

investigate the main effects and the interaction effects as follows.  

5.4.1 Main Effect 

The ‘main effect’ is the statistical relationship of one of the independent variables with the 

dependent variable, ignoring the effects of all other independent variables - averaging across the 

levels of the other independent variables (Price, Paul C.; Jhangiani, Rajiv; Chiang, 2013). Thus, table 

6 shows there is a main effect of the interaction because the feeling of presence was higher, on 

average, when the informant had the interaction option than when they did not. The table also shows 

that there is a main effect of the sound during the experience because the feeling of presence was 

higher when having the augmented sound of birds than when having the natural sound (regardless 

the interaction factor). 
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These differences are not statistical significance differences after factorial analysis (only 8 

informants). However, since our study is exploratory, we based it on the qualitative collected data, 

which gave us the directions to continue with the next phase. The quantitative data was collected to 

give us further inspiration and to contrast to the qualitative data. 

5.4.2 Interaction Effects 

The ‘interaction effect’ exists when the effect of one of the independent variables depends on the 

level of the other. The Figure 21 shows clearly how the lines are not parallel which indicates a possible 

interaction. Moreover, both Figure 20 and Figure 21 show that independent variable ‘interaction’ has 

a stronger effect at the first level (without augmented sound) of the independent variable ‘Sound’ 

than at the second level (with augmented sound). 

Table 6 shows as well how the main effect of one independent variable ‘interaction’ at each level of 

the other independent variable ‘Sound’. In Table 7 the simple main effect of interaction for No-

augmented sound is (25) points, whereas the simple main effect of interaction for augmented sound 

is (4) points. Accordingly, the effect of the interaction is changing depending on the sound in the 

experience. 

Table 7 – This is table 6 with the difference factor added showing the simple main effect. 

  Augmented Sound 

  No Augmented Sound Augmented Sound 

Interaction 
No Interaction 264 286 

Interaction 289 290 

 Difference 25 4 

 

That was the quantitative data analysis. The qualitative data was mainly collected from our 

observations  during  the  experience,  the  informant’s  comments,  in  addition  to  the  recordings  of  the  

open discussion we had at the end of all the videos where the informant expressed his/her feelings 

and insights. The recordings of each interview were transcribed. The transcripts as well as the 
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observations and notes were gathered in a document, and then we applied a thematic analysis for 

this collected data. We had themes about: interaction,   sound,   shadows,   informant’s   preferences,  

informant’s  observations/issues and general. 

The Figure 22 presents a summary of the thematic analysis: 

 

Figure 22 – Summary  of  Informant’s  feedback  during  the  final  design  evaluation 

6 Results 

Building an experience includes considering a huge number of details. In this chapter we will present 

and describe the experience factors that our results show as important to consider during creating 

the immersive interactive 360 experience in our project, in addition to the insights we got through 

our research study from the informants. 

6.1 Interaction       

Interaction directly influenced engagement and involvement in the experience. All the informants 

appreciated to have more alternatives to select during the experiences. All of them declared explicitly 
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that they preferred the experience with interaction, because they felt engaged, nice, happy, pleased, 

involved and active in addition to having the general sense of controlling the situation “I can decide 

where I can go”. These emotional states made them even feel as if they were the ones who were 

creating the experience. One of the informants added that without the interaction she felt she was 

watching a video instead of walking in the place. So, we can conclude that the presented way of the 

switching points was a suitable way to introduce interaction into the 360° experience and at the same 

time improve the immersion effects which resulted in higher feeling of presence. 

6.2 Sound 

It turns out that the sound also affects the user's experience directly, but the type of preferred sound 

might depend on the user's preferences and mood. Seven out of eight preferred the augmented 

sound with birds instead of the natural windy and un-edited sound with footsteps. The augmented 

sound made them feel better, happier, or calmer and also seemed to reduce the nausea feeling that 

might result of the VR glasses. One of the informants declared that she felt very uncomfortable with 

the wind sounds and barely was able to continue with the experience, she almost stopped it and 

removed the headset and the headphone. Three informants declared they felt a strange feeling 

hearing the footsteps in the un-edited sound but one of them declared that it made the experience 

more realistic at the same time. One of the informants liked the windy sound because she felt it was 

more  realistic  since  it  mostly  windy.  She  thought  the  birds’  sound  was nice, but the wind noise made 

it more as a real-life experience. 

6.3 Location of Experience 

Six out of eight informants liked the location and the experience type. One informant mentioned that 

she visits Gamla Uppsala frequently, therefore, it would be more interesting for her if it was a new 

place that she did not visit before.  Another  informant  preferred  to  have  a  more  suspenseful  place  “I 

was there many times, there are not too many things to do there”  that  she  did  not  visit  as  well,  like  

Spain. We believed the previous might be explained since this informant was the youngest of all 
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informant (26 years old), with the shortest period of time with the injury (5 months), and with the 

less evident physical damage. On the opposite, one of the 6 informants enjoyed the experience 

because she goes there frequently with her dogs, and she loves the place. Additionally, it was 

interesting for her to experience going up the mound since she can't do it in the real life, which is an 

essential insight for this study that pursues to allow people to compensate the less access to the 

environment. Therefore, the location might be more as a subjective choice which can be achieved 

through having a library for variety of experiences that the user can choose from.                                                                                    

6.4 Speed and Pace 

Three out of eight informants commented about the movement speed, one of them directly said that 

she used to be moving much faster with her wheelchair (Electric wheelchair) and it was touching for 

her to remember how walking used to be. Another informant asked, "Can I run?". The third one said 

she felt a bit bored because the walk was slow. Consequently, we believe that speed should be a 

feature that users can adjust for their convenience. The ability of adjusting the experience pace 

would increase the feeling of control of the experience, as well the feeling of ownership and 

involvement with the experience, because different users prefer different movement paces 

depending on their physical condition, type of impairment, wheelchair type, or current user's mood. 

6.5 Type of Experiences 

As mentioned before, there were some mixed opinions about the speed and the location of the 

experience. We believe that the age of the informant might have an influence, where the youngest 

informant (26 years old) was the one who commented to have more suspenseful experience and to 

have a shorter walking and provide more alternatives to choose from. Therefore, we believe it would 

be important to have a variety of types of experience, where the users can choose from depending 

on their preferences, the goal (Relaxing, Adrenaline feeling, Exploring), the mood, the physical ability, 

etc. 
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6.6 Emotional States and Feelings 

We believe the experience was actually immersive and caused a feeling of presence to the informant 

which in turn caused emotional reactions in them. Some informants expressed a bond with the 

presented  location  ‘Gamla  Uppsala’.  Another  informant  was  able  to  recall  touching  memories  of  a  

very old visit to Gamla Uppsala and the mound which was the last time she was able to walk.  This 

was also very revealing moment for the evaluation, in the sense of being aware of what that this type 

of experience might cause in people. Besides, another informant was very happy to experience 

climbing the mound because she wanted to do it before, but she was not able because of the physical 

barriers. Moreover, one informant declared to feel “struck” particularly with the new feeling of 

walking during the experience. This was because, as she declared, she was enjoying for first time 

while moving the environment around and the sounds of the birds or the wind and not concentrating 

on her body and physical displacements.                                                                                                            

Additionally, in Table 8 and Table 9 we present some of our observations during the experience with 

the informants: 

Table 8 – The  informants’  observations  noted  during  the  design  evaluation 

Observations 

(Breathing heavily) 

(Laughs) 

(Touching wheel chair and trying to move) 

(moving hands on the legs repeatedly) 

 

Table 9 – The  informants’  reactions  noticed  during  the  design  evaluation 

Participants’  Spontaneous  reactions 

“Can  I  run?”      
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“I've  never  been  up  here  before!” 

“Exciting!” 

“Wow!”  “I  can't  believe  it!” 

“oh my  goodness!”  “Lovely!” 

“This  is  so  cool!”     

6.7 Participatory Design 

There is not any significant difference between the four informants who participated before in the 

pre-study and the new informants in the design evaluation in terms of interaction or sound 

preferences, shadow's observations or general opinion about the experience. The main difference 

was that the old informants were more familiar with the VR headset and the VR experience in general 

since they tried it in the pre-study. 

6.8  Camera Position 

The camera position (Figure 3)  was mentioned before in the pre-study, and in the final design it is 

still too high for some of the informants (2 out of 8 mentioned this point) which caused different 

feelings. One informant did not recall how it feels to walk from that perspective. Another informant 

declared that the high position made her feel trembling and “kind of sick”, because it was long time 

ago since she was that high while walking. 

6.9 Footsteps Sounds         

There were mixed opinions about the footsteps sound. Some informants said it was ok to hear them 

which would make the experience more realistic. Whereas other informants mentioned that it was 

strange to hear the footsteps since they are using wheelchairs and that sound does not relate to 

them. Moreover, two informants mentioned that they prefer to hear wheelchair sounds which the 
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sound they used to hear while moving. We believe this contrariety was because some of them can 

still walk with crutches, hardly, but still kind of walking so for them the sound of footsteps makes 

sense, yet the others who are always using the wheelchair could not relate. Accordingly, we think 

footsteps might be a feature that the users can adjust or filter depending on their preferences. This 

result interconnects with the insights from the pre-study in which some informants had a common 

observation about the experience.  

6.10 Shadows 

Since the final experience recording was during a sunny day, the cameraman and the camera over 

the head shadow was visible. As our data analysis shows that the shadows might influence slightly 

on the overall experience. The informants declared that they noticed the shadow, but it did not 

interrupt, disturb or negatively affect their experiences. Furthermore, 4 out of 8 informants 

mentioned that the shadow even made the experience more realistic for them. However, one 

informant  declared  that  the  camera’s  shadow  over  the  head  was  a  little  strange,  and  that  was  the  

only reason the informant paid some attention to the shadow. On the other hand, one informant 

mentioned that she wondered about how these videos were recorded and the shadow answered the 

question and helped the informant to continue concentrating on the experience. Another informant 

realized that in the switching points some shadows in the environment changed the positions which 

should be considered for future work in order to make better connecting between two recordings. 

Finally,  one  informant  declared  that  the  legs  of  the  cameraman’s  shadow  was  strange  since it was 

morphing during the video. As a conclusion of all the related data we had about the shadow, the 

informants all took a notice about the shadow but that was normal for them and did not affect 

negatively their experience, but it was rather preferred to have the shadow during the experience.   

6.11 Factors interrupting the immersion 

During   the   conducted   interviews,   we   have   noticed   several   factors   that   affected   the   informant’s  

feeling of presence and interrupted the experience in general.  
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6.11.1 Phone 

One of these   factors  was   the   informant’s   phone,  which   rang  while   the   informant  was   using   the  

headset and watching the recorded experience. We believe this had a serious effect because the 

informant lost the focus and she/he concentrated more about the phone and a possible way to either 

answer it or mute it. Moreover, this interruption was visible in the presence values of the 

questionnaire which were less in this case.  

 

6.11.2 Optic glasses 

Another factor that we think it might have an influence was the optic glasses. All the informants we 

met were wearing optic glasses. This made wearing the headset more difficult, as well as focusing 

the image. Some informants could not fully focus the image which we think might affect how they 

felt during the experience. Since it is conceivable that a large percentage of the target user group will 

have corrective lenses, it might be useful to address the optics requirements for the headsets for the 

users in the final implementation. The possibility to add individually adapted lenses must be 

considered.  

6.11.3 Thinking while experiencing or expectation 

Additional  factor  might  have  affected  some  of  the  informant’s  experience  was  that  the  informants  

were thinking while watching the video about the questions they should answer later. One informant 

declared that explicitly that he had been thinking about the questionnaire and what to answer, which 

made him less engaged with the experience itself. Also, a similar factor that some informants were 

eagerly waiting to see the interaction buttons and wondering when they will appear. This was as well 

mentioned by two informants that they were waiting and one of them asked several times when the 

buttons will appear.  
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6.11.4 Repeating video 

One last factor that we think it might have an influence on the experience was repeating the same 

experience 4 times. Although the experiences were different in a few factors and the informant was 

able to choose different paths, but all the videos had a mutual part which was almost half of it. We 

tried, as mentioned in the evaluation design, to overcome this issue by randomizing the presented 

videos to decrease the effect of the order of the videos.  

6.11.5 Connecting Videos 

A critical issue in connecting the videos at the switching point is to make the transition between the 

videos seamless and as smooth as possible. As mentioned in our design we used morphing to have a 

smooth  transition  between  the  first  path’s  video  and  the  next  one.  However,  choosing  the  frames  

between the videos was done manually. The result was not completely perfect, and we believe this 

was due to several reasons. It is necessary  to  work  with  paths’  marks  in  order  to  end  and  start  the  

videos   in  the  exact  the  same  position.  Yet   it’s  still   very  hard  to  know  the  exact  orientation  of  the  

camera (Figure 23) and the cameraman body. These points are very hard to control in real life 

situations, especially that the cameraman has to make the synchronization steps in the beginning of 

each video. Second, the time difference between ending the first video and starting the next video 

might influence directly the connecting because of the possible changes in the shadows of the 

cameraman or the objects in the environment. In addition to the possible changes of the people, 

animals, the sun or the sky that might occur between one video and the other (Figure 24). These 

issues are also hard to control since the changes in the surrounding environment happen very fast. 
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Figure 23 – The cameraman body and the orientation 

We believe a possible future solution would include an automated algorithm or software to find the 

closest and best frames between the videos to choose for the morphing process. In addition to 

possible software to create a real time interpolation if the synchronization steps can be skipped. 

 

Figure 24 – Differences between the last frame of the first video and the first frame of the second video 
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7 Conclusions 

We will highlight in this chapter the most important results contributions in our study. Other points 

will be mentioned in the Discussion chapter. 

This research aims to study how to create an immersive interactive 360 experience and investigate 

the factors that would influence the feeling of presence for specific target group with mobility 

impairments. The results of this research study show that the proposed design of the interactive 360º 

video increased the immersion and the feeling of presence for the user, and in many cases caused 

emotional reactions. The results also indicate the importance of the sounds, both in the environment 

and the footsteps, during the experience, and even though the augmented sound had higher rate of 

presence, the results propose the sound preferences might depend on the user. A critical factor that 

should be handled carefully is connecting two videos together and making the transition as smooth 

as possible, since the shift between two videos – two paths for the end user – is relevant to feel a 

realistic sensation during the experience and accordingly the feeling of the presence. An important 

additional factor to be considered while creating the experience was the location, and the type of 

the experience which might be a subjective preference, however, these results show the importance 

of having a big variety of different experiences that the user can choose from whatever they prefer 

at that moment. Another interesting and critical factor that the study results show is the experience 

pace, that would influence the feeling of presence for the user by having the feeling of ownership 

and involvement. Furthermore, a noticeable factor to consider is the position of the camera while 

creating the experience, which relates to the height of the point of view from the ground. Another 

interesting   factor   is   the   cameraman’s   shadow,   which   our data shows it is not interrupting and 

completely fine, and sometimes preferred to have the shadow even though it might look strange 

during the experience. 

8 Discussion and Future work 

During the process of the designing, producing and creating the 360° interactive video experiences, 

we faced a series of different issues that should be taken into consideration for the design of future 
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experiences. In order to make it easier to read the different issues and problematics that we 

encountered, we will group them in different categories but all of them might be seen as a whole 

group of factors that might influence immersion and the feeling of presence in 360° interactive video 

experiences. 

8.1 Recording 

One of the main issues during the recording it was to find a suitable location to record the videos. 

We   had   to   consider   different   aspects   such   as   user’s   preferences,   popular   desirables   sightseeing, 

places that might have difficult access for people with physical impairments, and finally a place that 

might help the stitching process having different and unique features into the scenery that will help 

with the process afterwards. As a result, we selected a historical place with nature around 

considering  the  user’s  preference,  which  is a desirable place for local and foreigner visitors, moreover 

the place had quite difficult access to some areas for people with impairments and many different 

unique features. Another relevant concern about the recording process was the camera and its 

position (1.100 grams weight), which it was affixed to a helmet which was worn by the cameraman 

which makes point of view higher than usual for the informants, who   were used to see in a lower 

point of view, since a wheelchair in many cases. Moreover, even when the helmet was the suitable 

way to carry the camera for safety concerns and general convenience, it also influenced the shakiness 

and camera movements in relation with the movement of the cameraman. 

Another relevant issue was to be able to mark the waypoints or the points where one video was 

going to end, and the next video was going to start. The main way to fix it was to add hidden clues 

for the cameraman in order to identify which were the ending and starting points. Besides, in this 

attempt we also had to consider try to end the recording in the same direction that the previous 

video was recorded, e.g. the front side towards the north. This might be improved in future work, 

using a kind of a radio/wireless controlled device which can carry the camera or include a similar 360° 

camera (e.g. a drone), which should include a GPS sensor in order to give the same coordinates and 

ending and starting recording points. However, we might also consider the added sound that this 

type of devices might cause over the immersion effect. 
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Finally, the weather conditions are an important factor in outdoor environments first considering 

that the camera did not have a system to be protected from raining or snowing. Besides, the 

recordings were influenced sometimes by a strong wind which would influence the shakiness and 

the sound quality. For the last factor, the sound, we recorded another track of sound in other to 

decrease the influence of this problems during the experience, and to increase the sense of being 

surrounded by nature. 

8.2 Stitching 

One of the main challenges during the stitching process was to be able to synchronize perfectly the 

six videos from the Insta360 pro camera. For this purpose, besides of using the Insta360Stitcher, we 

also tried different commercial software including ‘Kolor Autopano’ (Kolor, 2018) and ‘Video 

AutoStitch’ (Orah, 2018). Thus, based on all of their documentation, similar work, and our own 

observations, they recommend emitting a loud sound at the beginning of each recording in order to 

be able to synchronize the two cameras that were capturing sound. Moreover, it was necessary to 

make a rotation of the camera in 180° in order make a better alignment between the six camera and 

to identify the different features in the environment. The final result of the videos for the second 

interaction was much better in comparison with the previous where the stitched videos were able to 

deliver a better quality of the videos with a high definition of the elements in the scenery. 

However, even when the stitched videos have a high quality, one important issue still remain present, 

the stabilization. The three previous software include an option to stabilize the videos, but the 

activation of this features during the stitching process cause another relevant issue, the parallax 

effect and ghosting (Figure 13). This effect clearly reduces the realism of the images in the attempt 

of stabilize the camera from the movements of the cameraman, in which some elements like trees 

or building were deformed. We believe this issue might be solved with a physical stabilization system 

similar to GURU (Gimbal Guru, 2018) or any other stabilization system for action movies, although in 

this case it should be necessary to consider other variables such as increasing the weight of camera 

if a cameraman will still carry it, increasing the height position of the camera to avoid to make the 
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users feel that they are flying, and the size the of stabilization in order to avoid possible shadows in 

shiny conditions. 

8.3 Connecting and Editing 

The main problem that we faced was to identify the best most similar connecting frames between 

two 360° recording in order to interpolate them in the smoothest way. To achieve this purpose, we 

did not have the enough knowledge about the image processing, image algorithms nor related work 

solutions at that time. Thus, for the first problematic, we used a manual frames identification using 

our own vision which resulted in at least in the minimum desired similarity between frames, and for 

the second point, we decided to use the morphing abilities that AAE might include, since that we had 

been working with the software already. The results were promising in order to deliver the quality 

that might ensure a high level of immersion in the 360° experiences to cause the feeling of presence. 

We believe that the creation of a specific tools that might help us to identify the two most similar 

frames in a timeframe between two videos 360° videos, it might a part of a technical future work. 

This will possible future should consider different context and the different conditions that might be 

present in these types of videos. 

Besides, even when the interpolation results using AAE were successful, to be able to scale the 360° 

library it will be necessary to find out a way to interpolate these two frames (the last from the first 

video with the first from the second) in real-time since the creation of the multiples combination 

manually through AAE might take much more economical and human resources for each small 

interpolation. 

8.4 Interaction 

For the interaction, it was not the core aspect of our study to study how the interaction with the 

controller would be. Yet we needed to create a simple way that enables us from testing our 

experience design and does not hinder the informants from interaction or affect their experience as 

much as possible. Considering first, the target group as people with some problems to access to the 
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environment, second, the quality of the solution in a way it can be used for all or at least excluding 

as less people as we can, third, the solution should be affordable for the most people, and fourth, an 

interaction that it might be simple for this preliminary stage of the project. Even when we had access 

to one of the best resolution HMD at that time, the HTC Vive, we realized the difficulties of using it, 

which includes the technical setup with specific sensors and cables, the portability, and future user 

access to the devices. That made us decide to use Samsung Oculus Gear with Samsung Galaxy S8.  

This design decision allowed us to collect the data in different, and possible, environments and 

contexts, where the users might use the final solution in the future. This decision also allowed us to 

use Samsung controller which the informants were able to use it and interact through it. The parallel 

study conducted by J. Deneke (Deneke, 2018) investigated possible options to integrate different 

type  of  controllers  depending  of  user’s  needs,  this  might  be  part  of  the  future  work  to  integrate  part  

of that study and to evaluate this 360° experiences with a specific type of controls for specific target 

group conditions. 

8.4.1 Controllers and Immersion 

In one of the conducted interviews, one of the informants was not able to control the wheelchair 

and  the  VR  controller  at  the  same  time.  Thus,  her  assistant  helped  to  press  the  controller’s  button  

when the informant asked for it. We believed this communication during the experience influenced 

the level of presence feeling, because the informant was not able to be completely disconnected 

from the real world to put herself into an immersive mood and live in the virtual world. This was 

demonstrated  in  the  interview’s  data,  where  the  level  of  presence  was  lower  in  the experience which 

the informant kept more communication with her caretaker. 

8.4.2 Camera Orientation 

Camera orientation is a key factor to improve for future work in order to reduce possible dizziness 

feeling in informant. The issue appeared when the cameraman moved in a different direction, which 

made the recorded video seemed moving in a different direction from the gaze point for the user. 

This issue appeared sometimes at the switching point when the cameraman changed the direction 
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and turned to different path. Some informant needed to rotate their neck or their position on the 

chair or wheelchair in order to follow the camera in the direction it was moving. We think that a 

solution might be that the connection between the two videos at the switching point should not be 

affected but at the same time the direction of the camera change. This might be possible through 

the application by some programming to modify the orientation, so that will make the recording 

actually track the line of movement rather than pointing in the same compass direction. However, 

we did not test this solution and we are not certain how the result would affect the experience. 

8.4.3 Stabilization    

Two informants realized about a stitching problem during the video, where the images got a bit blurry 

or moved in a strange way at the stitching borders. This issue is called the ‘parallax effect’ in which 

two images tend to keep the recorded video stable using a software. However, this process affects 

the stitched result showing the mentioned issues in the images. This is similar to what happens when 

moving a projector canvas while projecting an image (Figure 13). The main solution for this might be 

part of a physical stabilization system for the camera itself. Yet this might cause another problem 

related to a much bigger shadow during the recording. Additionally, the video quality was reduced 

in  our  design  because  of  the  implemented  application’s  limitation,  where  the  Unity  framework  did  

not  allow  us  to  have  a  total  videos’  size  over  2GB.  Therefore,  we  were  forced  to  reduce  the  video’s  

quality from 69 megabytes per second to 35 megabytes per second in the rendering, in order to be 

able to play the videos in the application correctly. In a streaming version these limitations will most 

likely not apply (apart from as constrained by band width).  

 

As final note, it is important to mention that we were aware of the limited number of informants, 

however since the goal of the study was to explore desirable qualities, the insights will contribute 

with directional data for further research for ‘The Experience Library - 360°’  project. 
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Appendix A 

Consent Form 

 

Generating a Smooth Immersive Interactive Experience with a High 
Resolution 360° camera 

Project Description 

This   study   is   part   of   a  master   thesis  work  which   is   part   of   research  project   “Experience   Library   - 
360oview”.  The  master  thesis  is  a  combined  work  for  two  students  in  Human-Computer Interaction 
master program at Uppsala University. The aim of the master thesis is to create a novel immersive 
interactive experience with 360ovideo and a head mounted display glasses, which a user will feel 
that he/she is experiencing the same experience in the real life trying to compensate the scarce 
access to the environment. The information collected through this study will be retained for scientific 
research purposes, and will only be made accessible to authorized personnel who are involved in the 
project. 
In this interview you will watch 4 videos about a walk in Gamla Uppsala using head mounted display. 
Each video is around 2 minutes and you will have a few questions to answer after each one. There 
are a few general questions also at the end you will answer to explain how you felt about the 
experience in general. 
The interview as a whole will take around 45 minutes including the videos and the discussion about 
the questions. 
 

Consent to take part in research 
 

x I………………………………………  voluntarily  agree  to  participate in this research study. 
x I understand that even if I agree to participate now, I can withdraw at any time or refuse to 

answer any question without any consequences of any kind. 
x I understand that I can withdraw permission to use data from my interview within seven 

days  after  the  interview.  To  do  so,  I  should  send  an  email  to  “rubaabouturab@gmail.com”  
or  “juliotapia@gmail.com”,  in  which  case  the  material  will  be  deleted. 

x I have had the purpose and nature of the study explained to me in writing as described in 
“Project  Description”  and  I  have  had  the  opportunity  to  ask  questions  about  the  study  
orally. 

x I understand that participation involves using a head mounted display glasses and watching 
a 360 video recorded. In addition to answer a questionnaire afterwards. 

x I understand that I might not benefit directly from participating in this research. 
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x I agree to be audio-recorded during the interview. 
x I understand that all information I provide for this study will be treated confidentially 
x I understand that in any report on the results of this research my identity will remain 

anonymous. This will be done by changing my name and disguising any details of my 
interview which may reveal my identity or the identity of people I speak about. 

x I understand that disguised extracts from my interview may be quoted in the master thesis 
report or presentation. 

x I understand that data recorded during my participation in the study can be used in 
scientific papers, conferences and events. 

x I understand that I am free to contact any of the people involved in the research to seek 
further clarification and information. 

 

Julio Andres Tapia Escobar 
Master student at Uppsala University 
juliotapia@gmail.com 
0720112291 

Ruba Abou Torab 
Master student at Uppsala University 
rubaabouturab@gmail.com 
0762044605  

Date 
……………………... 
 
Name of participant     Signature of participant 
 
 ------------------------       ------------------------------ 
 

Name of researcher    Signature of researcher 
       
---------------------------    ------------------------------ 
 
Name of researcher    Signature of researcher 
       
---------------------------    ------------------------------ 
 

 

mailto:juliotapia@gmail.com
mailto:rubaabouturab@gmail.com
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Appendix B 

Pre-Study Documents 

Pre-Test Questionnaire 
Thank you for taking part in our study and helping us in our research.  
The  questions  below  refer  to  your  experiences,  there  is  no  correct  or  wrong  answer,  all  the  questions’  goal  is  
to understand your thoughts and views during the experience. 
All answers will be treated entirely confidentially and anonymously. 
 

1. Your gender and age: 
  

1. Gender 
 

2. Age 
 

3. How long have you had your impairment?  
 

 

2. a) Do you have a background in technology? 
    b) To what extent do you use a computer in your daily activities?  
What kind of activities you use it for? 
 
3 - What do you like to do in your spare time? 
 
4- What kind of movies do you like to watch? 
 
5- Are you interested in computer games? 
 
6. Have you experienced "virtual reality" before? 
 
7.  
a. If you have a possibility to go and visit a place, what kind of places would you like to go? 
Nature, National Park 

x Museums 
x Historic Place (The Chinese Wall, The Egyptian Pyramids, etc) 
x Modern Places and buildings 
x Amusement parks 
x Other, namely: _________________________________________________ 

  
b) For each choice above, could you please provide a short motivation about why? 
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Post-Video Questionnaire 

Related Settings Information 

Reference for these http://www.igroup.org/pq/ipq/items.php 
 

x Type of visual display 
x Type of audio output 
x Perspective on the VE (first/third person) 
x Duration of experience in the Virtual Environment 
x Type of application 
x Type of experience 

 
Feeling of Presence Questionnaire 
 

1. Please rate your sense of being in the forest, on the following scale from 1 to 7, where 7 
represents your normal experience of being in a place. 
  
I had a sense of "being there" in the field: Please tick against your answer 

1. Not at all... 1 

2.  …. 2 

3.  …. 3 

4.  …. 4 

5.  …. 5 

6.  …. 6 

7. Very much 7 

 

2. How did you feel when reaching the switching point? 
 

http://www.igroup.org/pq/ipq/items.php
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I felt the experience was Please tick against your answer 

1. Interrupted... 1 

2.  …. 2 

3.  …. 3 

4.  …. 4 

5.  …. 5 

6.  …. 6 

7. Engaged... 7 

 

 

3. Did you feel the shown graphics in the switching point were related to the experience? 
 

I felt that the graphics and effects were Please tick against your answer 

1. Not relevant... 1 

2.  …. 2 

3.  …. 3 

4.  …. 4 

5.  …. 5 

6.  …. 6 

7. Very engaging.... 7 

 

4. Please rate to which extent you felt there was a new video playing while reaching the switching 
point 
 

When reaching the switching point I felt that... Please tick against your answer 

1. A new video was playing as like when I am watching TV 1 
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2.  …. 2 

3.  …. 3 

4.  …. 4 

5.  …. 5 

6.  …. 6 

7. I was actually turning into a different path in the adventure / forest 7 

 

 

 

5. When you think back about your experience, do you think of the forest more as images that you 
saw, or more as somewhere that you visited?  
 

The virtual field seems to me to be more like... Please tick against your answer 

1. images that I saw 1 

2. .... 2 

3. .... 3 

4. .... 4 

5. .... 5 

6. .... 6 

7. Some place that I visited 7 

 

6. When you think back about your experience, how smooth was the switching to the new path?  
I felt the switching point was Please tick against your 

answer 

1. Very obvious a new video played 1 

2. .... 2 

3. .... 3 
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4. .... 4 

5. .... 5 

6. .... 6 

7.  not there, i did not realize a new video started to be played at that 
point. 

7 

 

 

 

 

7. How real did the virtual experience / experience / recorded video seem to you? 
 

I felt the experience was Please tick against your answer 

1. Not real at all 1 

2. .... 2 

3. .... 3 

4. .... 4 

5. .... 5 

6. .... 6 

7. As if I was there 7 

 

Post-Test Semi Structured Interview 
1. Which of the videos did you prefer? why? 

1- Video 1 - (smooth transition between paths) 
2- Video 2 - (computer graphics transparent layer over the video) 
3. Video 3 - (computer graphics transition to another world) 
 

2. Which technical and non-technical elements during the videos did you like? (Sound, Graphic 
Effects, Type of experience, Video Quality, VR Glasses) 
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3. Which technical and non-technical  elements  during  the  videos  didn’t  you  like?    (Sound,  

Graphic Effects, Type of experience, Video Quality, VR Glasses) 
 

4.  Thinking  back  to  the  experiences  in  general,  how  much  did  the  sound  of  the  person’s  
movement affect your experience? Fake/more engaging? 
 

 

Appendix C 

Final Design Evaluation Documents 

Pre-Test Questionnaire 
Thank you for taking part in our study and helping us in our research.  
All questions refer to your experiences, there is no correct or wrong answer, all the  questions’  goal  is  
to understand your thoughts and views during the experience. 
All answers will be treated entirely confidentially and anonymously. 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

1. Your gender and age: 
  

1. Gender 
 

2. Age 
 

3. How long have you had your impairment?  
 

 

2. a) Do you have an education background in technology? 
    b) What kind of activities you use a computer for? 
 

3. What do you like to do in your spare time? 
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4. What kind of movies do you like to watch? 
5. Are you interested in computer games? 
6. Have you experienced "virtual reality" before? 
7. If you have a possibility to go and visit a place, what kind of places would you like to go?  

x Nature, National Park 
x Museums 
x Historic Place (The Chinese Wall, The Egyptian Pyramids, etc) 
x Modern Places and buildings 
x Amusement parks 
x Other, namely: _________________________________________________ 

  
 

 

Post-Video Questionnaire 
Related Settings Information 

Reference for these http://www.igroup.org/pq/ipq/items.php 
x Type of experience 
x Type of visual display 
x Type of audio output 
x Perspective on the VE (first/third person) 
x Duration of experience in the Virtual Environment 
x Type of application 
x Participant#  

Feeling of Presence Questionnaire 
x Please rate your sense of being in the forest, on the following scale from 1 to 7, where 7 

represents your normal experience of being in a place. 
  
I had a sense of "being there" in the field: Please tick against your answer 

1. Not at all... 1 

2.  …. 2 

3.  …. 3 

4.  …. 4 

5.  …. 5 

6.  …. 6 

http://www.igroup.org/pq/ipq/items.php
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7. Very much 7 

 

x To what extent were there times during the experience when the virtual walk in the nature 
became the "reality" for you, and you almost forgot about the "real world" of the room in 
which the whole experience was really taking place? 

 

There were times during the experience when the virtual walk in the nature 
became more real  for me compared to the "real world"... 

Please tick against 
your answer 

1. at no time 1 

2.  …. 2 

3.  …. 3 

4.  …. 4 

5.  …. 5 

6.  …. 6 

7. almost all of the time 7 

x Please rate how you felt when reaching the switching point. 
 

I felt the experience was Please tick against your answer 

1. Interrupted... 1 

2.  …. 2 

3.  …. 3 

4.  …. 4 

5.  …. 5 

6.  …. 6 

7. Engaged... 7 
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x When you think back about your experience, do you think of the walk in the nature more as 
images that you saw, or more as somewhere that you visited?  

 

The virtual walk in the nature seems to me to be more like... Please tick against your answer 

1. images that I saw 1 

2. .... 2 

3. .... 3 

4. .... 4 

5. .... 5 

6. .... 6 

7. Some place that I visited 7 

 

x During the time of the experience, which was strongest on the whole, your sense of being in 
the virtual walk in the nature, or of being in the real world of this room? 

 

I had a stronger sense of being in... 
  

Please tick against your answer 

1. the real world of the room 1 

2. .... 2 

3. .... 3 

4. .... 4 

5. .... 5 

6. .... 6 
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7. the virtual reality of the walk in the nature 7 

x Consider your memory of being in the virtual walk in the nature. How similar in terms of the 
structure of the memory is this to the structure of the memory of other places you have been 
today?  

  

I think of the virtual walk in the nature as a place in a way similar to other 
places that I've been today.... 

Please tick against your 
answer 

1. not at all 1 

2. .... 2 

3. .... 3 

4. .... 4 

5. .... 5 

6. .... 6 

7. very much so 7 

  
x During the time of the experience, did you often think to yourself that you were actually just 

standing in the room wearing VR glasses or did the virtual walk in the nature overwhelm you? 
  

During the experience I often  thought that I was really sitting in the room 
wearing VR glasses.... 

Please tick against your 
answer 

1. most of the time I realised I was in the room 1 

2. .... 2 
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3. .... 3 

4. .... 4 

5. .... 5 

6. .... 6 

7. never because the virtual walk in the nature overwhelmed me 7 

 

x Please rate to which extent you felt there was a new video playing while reaching the 
switching point 

 

When reaching the switching point I felt that... Please tick against your answer 

1. A new video was playing as like when I am watching TV 1 

2.  …. 2 

3.  …. 3 

4.  …. 4 

5.  …. 5 

6.  …. 6 

7. I was actually turning into a different path 7 

 

x Please rate to what extent you felt involved in the experience? 
 

I felt I was involved in the experience... Please tick against your answer 

1. Not at all 1 
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2. .... 2 

3. .... 3 

4. .... 4 

5. .... 5 

6. .... 6 

7. Completely involved 7 

 

x Please rate to what extent the sound made you feel connected with the experience? 
 

The sound made me feel connected with the experience... Please tick against your answer 

1. Not at all 1 

2. .... 2 

3. .... 3 

4. .... 4 

5. .... 5 

6. .... 6 

7. Completely connected 7 
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Post-Test Semi Structured Interview 

 
Post-Test Questionnaire 

1. Which of the videos did you prefer?  
 1- Video 1 - (................................................................................) 
 2- Video 2 -  (................................................................................) 
 3. Video 3 -  (................................................................................) 
 4. Video 4 -  (................................................................................) 
2. Why did you prefer this video? 
3. How did you feel to have the opportunity to interact with the video and to choose a path?  
4. Thinking back to the experiences in general, how much did the sound affect your experience? 
Which sounds do you prefer? 

Appendix D 

Full Video with timer with Augmented Sound, No Interaction 

https://youtu.be/cR2CCj2SeGk 

Full Video with timer with No Augmented Sound, No Interaction 

https://youtu.be/j1VPrrxg1dU 

 

https://youtu.be/cR2CCj2SeGk
https://youtu.be/j1VPrrxg1dU
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